Presidential Transitions: The New Rules
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The Trump Administration was unusually aggressive in using an obscure set of tools to undo the Obama Administration’s regulatory legacy: Congressional Review Act disapprovals, requests that courts hold in abeyance pending cases challenging Obama-era regulations, and suspensions of final regulations. These actions could be seen as part of the Trump Administration norm-breaking approach to regulatory policy, under which it also provided shoddy justifications for its actions, ignored statutory commands, and failed to comply with procedural requirements. There has been a general assumption that the norm-breaking was a result of the Trump Administration’s lack of respect for the rule of law and that it would subside when a new administration took office.

This Article challenges this assumption, showing that the Trump-era toolkit on rollbacks has now also been used aggressively—in some cases more aggressively—by the Biden Administration. Actions that might have been seen as an aberration four years ago should now be regarded as integral components of the administrative state.

In a 2019 Article describing the Trump Administration’s aggressive rollback tools, we predicted that the nature of the presidency would change in significant ways as a result. A one-term president will likely not be able to implement much regulatory policy that is durable. And to do so, a president has a much shorter period during which regulations are likely to be protected from quick undoing by a successor of the opposite party, from roughly three-and-a-half years to about two years. The impact of this trend is particularly significant because, during the current era of congressional gridlock, presidents rely on regulations as the primary way in which to implement their domestic policy programs. In this Article, we provide new evidence from the Biden Administration showing that these changes are here to stay.
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Introduction

Five years ago, the new Trump Administration debuted the use of a set of tools that allow a president to roll back a predecessor’s policies outside of textbook administrative law. The tools facilitate speedy rollbacks of rules beyond just the most recent midnight rules from the prior administration and thus allowed the Trump Administration to make a significant dent in Obama-era policies. For example, President Trump signed fourteen resolutions passed under the Congressional Review Act to disapprove (and thus repeal) Obama-era regulations. The Trump Administration also asked courts to put litigation over Obama-era regulations on hold through orders known as abeyances. It asked for abeyances in cases that were already briefed and in one case that had already been argued, foreclosing the possibility of a judicial decision upholding rules that had been promulgated by the Obama Administration. And Trump-era agencies suspended implementation or compliance with Obama-era regulations even though at least some of the regulations had been final for some time.

The Trump Administration’s unusually aggressive effort to undo the regulatory output of its predecessor could be seen as part of a broader pattern under which the Administration broke down norms as it used agencies to make policy—a pattern that has received attention in the academic literature. For example, some scholars have looked at the ways that the Trump Administration eroded the administrative state from within. And scholars predicted and found that the Trump Administration would lose in court at unprecedented levels because of procedural and statutory violations. The general assumption has been that the norm-breaking was a result of the Trump Administration’s lack of respect for the rule of law and that it would subside as an aberration or exception.

---

2. See id. at 19-21.
3. See id. at 28-33.
4. See id. at 37-41.
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This Article challenges that assumption with respect to the manner in which presidential transitions are conducted by showing that the Trump-era toolkit on rollbacks has now also been used aggressively (and in some cases more aggressively) by the Biden Administration. On abeyances, the Biden Administration went even further than the Trump Administration, asking for abeyances in many more cases that had already been argued. The Administration has pursued suspensions aggressively across many agencies—though not in the illegal ways that were used by the Trump Administration. The Congressional Review Act is a tool that is naturally far more powerful for Republicans because it is anti-regulatory in both the sense that its use competes with the Senate confirmation of presidential appointees to positions key to carrying out an affirmative policy agenda and it allows Congress to speedily disapprove of agency actions. But despite the fundamental unease that at least some members of the Democratic party have had when faced with using the Act, the Biden Administration used it to disapprove three Trump-era regulations. This marks the first time that a Democratic president employed the Congressional Review Act, and it serves as evidence that we are in an era where all aggressive tools are on the table.

Moreover, in each of three arenas—Congress, court, and the regulatory arena—the Biden Administration has pursued multiple rollback tools even beyond the ones used in the prior transition. For example, in several challenges to Trump-era rules, the Biden Administration took advantage of the lack of intervenors who could have defended those rules and conceded error in court, leading to vacatur of the rules. All of these efforts have aided the Biden Administration in working to roll back Trump-era policies.

In our 2019 Article, we predicted that the Trump-era toolkit would form part of the standard transition plan for a new president after an inter-party transition. The Biden Administration’s use of these tools is a new data point supporting our hypothesis. Because of the ability of future presidents to use the same toolkit, the tools are now a core facet of the administrative state and the presidency has changed in significant ways as a result. Major durable policies now require a president to serve for two terms. A one-term president now only has approximately two years to finalize major policies, after which she can be reasonably confident that the policies will be undone speedily by a successor. This new reality exists because of the way that the tools can be used to reach backwards. The Congressional Review Act is available for any actions finalized in approximately the last half a year of a presidency. Abeyances can be used to put off judicial decisions for anything still pending in court, and it can take two years...
years to move through judicial review on a policy. And many regulations are not implemented immediately. In fact, some regulations have implementation schedules of multiple years. Any regulation not yet implemented can be done away with through suspensions.

The impact of this trend on a presidency is all the more significant because presidents have come to rely on the administrative state as a primary mechanism for accomplishing their policy objectives. For many years, presidents have attempted, but often failed, to accomplish their objectives through Congress and then have turned to a more lengthy and bureaucratic form of policymaking: promulgating rules through executive agencies. But, as Jessica Bulman-Pozen put it, presidential administration could “cannibalize itself,“ if rollback tools are used aggressively.

The existence of the toolkit, and the possibility it will be used in the future, has had a significant impact within the Biden Administration. For example, because of the pressure to move fast, on day one, the Administration listed more than a hundred Trump-era environmental rules, directing agencies to review them in accordance with an Executive Order entitled “Protecting Public Health and the Environment and Restoring Science to Tackle the Climate Crisis.” The White House also set up an office within the White House to address climate policy nationally and another office within the Department of State to address climate change internationally. Agency personnel have been working at breakneck speed to meet the President’s deadlines. At the same time, judicial scrutiny remains an ever-present pressure and agencies must continue to prepare robust records and analysis to support their rules. As the Biden team is


23. See infra note 385 and accompanying text.

experiencing, a new president now must operate within a compressed timeframe, while still facing the challenge of issuing rules that can withstand judicial scrutiny.

Prior literature on presidential power has generally overlooked the transition period, focusing instead on the use of agencies to make policy and the checks on that use more generally. And when it has addressed the transition period, it has focused on notice-and-comment rulemaking and accomplishments of the presidency during the first 100 days. The literature has also not grappled head-on with the use of these tools and deregulation to change the powers of the presidency. For example, in their article on structural deregulation, Jody Freeman and Sharon Jacobs recently described “substantive deregulation”—the traditional deregulatory work of an agency—as “limited,” “relatively transparent,” and “subject to legal challenge.”

Although the legal literature has been slow to recognize the impact of the new rules, executive branch lawyers understand their importance, as evidenced by the number of times these tools have been used already during the Biden presidency. In contrast to prior work, this Article shows that “substantive deregulation” can occur through tools that are relatively unexamined and that the use of these tools has facilitated an era of aggressive speedy and serial rollbacks, which has in turn wrought a significant change in the ability of presidents of both parties to use the administrative state to accomplish their priorities. The impact of these trends had already had a broad effect on an agency’s ability to accomplish its statutory mandates—and it is being perpetrated by both sides. What we highlight here is a side of rollbacks that is far-reaching, because both parties can and will use it.

In Parts I through III, we show how the Biden Administration used the same Trump-era tools in the aggressive manner that the Trump-era lawyers debuted to facilitate speedy rollbacks, along with many other below-the-radar tools. Part I focuses on the Biden Administration’s use of the Congressional Review Act, that agencies face due to “hard look review”); Nicholas R. Parrillo, Should the Public Get to Participate Before Federal Agencies Issue Guidance? An Empirical Study, 71 ADMIN. L. REV. 57, 82 (2019) (describing the pressure to build a record and respond to comments).

25. See, e.g., Blake Emerson & Jon D. Michaels, Abandoning Presidential Administration, 68 UCLA L. REV. 104, 104 (2021) (arguing that President Biden should “diffuse[] authority away from the office of the president in ways that empower the federal bureaucracy, state, local, and tribal officials, and civil society”); Merrill, supra note 18, at 1968 (describing how presidents have sought to increase their influence over agencies).

26. See, e.g., Benjamin Eidelson, Reasoned Explanation and Political Accountability in the Roberts Court, 130 YALE L.J. 1748 (2021); Watts, supra note 18, at 698.


28. Freeman & Jacobs, supra note 5, at 586.

29. See infra Parts I-III; see also GAO Finds Acting EPA General Counsel Is Serving Lawfully, INSIDE EPA (Aug. 3, 2021), https://insideepa.com/daily-feed/gao-finds-acting-epa-general-counsel-serving-lawfully [https://perma.cc/S87B-Y2E3] (reporting that a challenge to the appointment of President Biden’s acting general counsel was at least in part motivated by her “efforts to halt challenges to Trump-era EPA actions and rules so the Biden administration can reconsider them”).
even in the face of the party’s natural antipathy to the Act. In Part II, we describe the Biden Administration’s use of strategies in court to aid in rollbacks, including the Administration’s aggressive use of abeyance requests and other moves, such as withdrawing affirmative appeals filed by the Trump Administration, which has allowed the Administration to take maximum advantage of lower court rulings against the Trump Administration. And in Part III, we show that the Biden Administration has aggressively used its powers to suspend Trump-era regulations, along with several other regulatory techniques—such as interim final rules which can be issued without a prior notice-and-comment period—all of which have allowed the Biden Administration to move fast in rolling back and pausing Trump-era rules. In Part IV, we analyze the implications of this new regime. We briefly conclude by hypothesizing that this new regime will be here to stay for some time.

I. The Congressional Review Act

In our 2019 article, we predicted that “the temptation to make the most use of the Congressional Review Act” would likely be irresistible if President Trump was succeeded by Democratic control of the presidency, House, and Senate. Despite this prediction, once the Biden presidency began, it was not certain that Congress would use the Congressional Review Act as part of the new administration’s regulatory transition strategy. Until that point, no Democratic administration had used the Act to disapprove a rule from a prior Republican administration, even though the opportunities had presented themselves. Using the Act struck at least some Democrats as anti-regulatory. Additionally, provisions in the Act allowing for significant Senate debate time and requiring resolutions to pass the Senate early in the new term make use of the Act costly when compared to other urgent early-term congressional priorities: approving executive nominations, passing a budget, enacting legislation to address national crises (when needed), and, in 2021, holding an impeachment trial. Disapproval resolutions passed under the Act further bar an agency from promulgating rules “substantially the same” as the disapproved regulation, an unclear standard that could conceivably prevent an agency from promulgating desirable rules in the future.

But despite the seeming antipathy to the Congressional Review Act among at least some Democrats, the Act was invoked during the early months of the Biden Administration, with the introduction of resolutions in Congress to disapprove six Trump-era regulatory policies: changes to the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) conciliation rule, changes to the Securities and Exchange Commission’s (SEC) shareholder resolutions 14-8a rule, the Department of Health and Human Services’ (HHS) Securing Updated and Necessary Statutory Evaluations Timely rule, changes to the Social Security Administration’s (SSA’s) administrative appeals process, changes to the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) methane emissions standards, and the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency’s (OCC) “True Lender” rule.

For the first time, a Democratic Congress used the Congressional Review Act to send disapproval resolutions—those concerning the EEOC, EPA, and OCC rules—to a Democratic White House. With both President Biden and President Trump having used the Act to conduct their regulatory transitions, the Act will likely continue to feature prominently in future regulatory transition strategies.

A. An Overview of the Act

The Congressional Review Act, part of the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act of 1996, empowers Congress to use a disapproval process to render regulations “of no force or effect.” Once a joint resolution of disapproval has passed both chambers and been signed by the President, the regulation is voided. After a disapproval, the regulation that was in effect immediately prior to the disapproved rule becomes effective again. Under the Act, an agency cannot simply reissue a rule that has been disapproved. Rather, a disapproval bars an agency from promulgating a rule that is “substantially the

43. Id. § 801(f).
44. See Davis Noll & Revesz, supra note 1, at 14.
same” as a disapproved rule, unless Congress specifically grants power to make such a rule in subsequent legislation.45

In general, using ordinary legislative procedures, Congress can void any agency-promulgated regulation by garnering a majority vote in the House and a filibuster-proof sixty votes in the Senate. By using the Act, however, Congress can disapprove recently promulgated regulations with simple majorities in both chambers, as long as particular timing requirements are met.

The Act provides an expanded eligibility window for regulations when a new Congress is seated, allowing the new Congress to review and disapprove rules made within sixty legislative days of the prior Congress’ final adjournment, a span known as the “lookback period.”46 In the case of the Biden Administration, rules promulgated by the Trump Administration after August 21, 2020 fell within the lookback period.47

After the promulgation of a rule, the Senate has sixty session days (and the House sixty legislative days) to introduce a disapproval resolution.48 During a new Congress, that clock begins ticking on the fifteenth working day of the session.49 For the 117th Senate, for example, this period began on February 3 and ended on April 4, 2021.50

To take advantage of the Act’s simple-majority rule in the Senate, the chamber must pass disapproval resolutions within sixty session days of Congress’ receipt of the rule (or, during a new Congress, within sixty session days of the fifteenth legislative day); for the 117th Congress, this period ended on May 27, 2021.51 After this sixty-session-day period elapses in the Senate, regulations can be voided by Congress only through ordinary legislation, which requires sixty Senate votes to defeat the filibuster. The House, in contrast, is not bound to vote on resolutions within a specific timeframe.52

---

51. See Days in Session of the U.S. Congress, supra note 50.
52. See Pérez, supra note 49.
B. The Trump Administration’s Use of the Act

Since the Act’s adoption in 1996, each incoming Congress after an inter-party transition has introduced resolutions for disapproving regulations. However, prior to the Trump Administration, the Act was successfully used to void a regulation only once: under the new George W. Bush Administration, the 107th Congress disapproved the Occupational Safety and Health Administration’s Clinton-era Ergonomics Rule.

Capitalizing on its control of the legislative and executive branches, the Trump Administration used the Act aggressively to undo Obama-era regulations. Between January 2017 and May 2017, the 115th Congress introduced thirty-four rules for consideration under the Act and passed fourteen disapproval resolutions, all of which were signed by the President. The same Congress later disapproved two Consumer Financial Protection Bureau actions, promulgated during the Obama Administration. The voided regulations concerned labor, energy, gun control, healthcare, and education.

The Trump Administration’s successful use of the Congressional Review Act demonstrated its potential as a powerful tool for rolling back a prior administration’s regulatory scheme. The chief practical obstacle to its use then—and a possible reason that the Trump Administration did not succeed in voiding more of the thirty-four regulations introduced—was the provision for ten hours of debate in the Senate required to pass each disapproval resolution. Still, so long as a Congress determines that passing disapproval resolutions is more important than other early-term priorities, disapprovals under the Act can save agencies from undergoing time-consuming rescission procedures—which requires months or years of gathering information, drafting, soliciting public comment, and revising, even before undergoing judicial review—and enable an administration to quickly revert to the regulatory policies it prefers.

---


55. See McGarty, supra note 41; see also Davis Noll & Revesz, supra note 1, at 19-21 (providing an extensive discussion of the Trump Administration’s use of the CRA).

56. See Dooling et al., supra note 53.

57. One of the actions was a guidance document, and the other was purported guidance that the Government Accountability Office determined to be a rule for the purposes of the CRA. See Uses of the Congressional Review Act During the Trump Administration, BALLOTPEDIA, https://ballotpedia.org/Uses_of_the_Congressional_Review_Act_during_the_Trump_administration [https://perma.cc/2WHP-EK4G] (last visited June 15, 2021).


59. See Davis Noll & Revesz, supra note 1, at 10-11.
C. The Biden Administration’s Use of the Act

Given the Trump Administration’s record-breaking use of the Act to undo Obama-era regulations in 2017, and the many regulations promulgated by Trump agencies during the final months of the Trump presidency, many commentators expected that the new Congress and President Biden would use the Act, despite the fact that it had never before been used during a Democratic presidency.60 This Section assesses expectations for the use of the Congressional Review Act by the Biden Administration, discusses the rules the new Democratic Congress introduced for disapproval, and situates use of the Act within President Biden’s broader regulatory transition strategy.

1. Expectations

Even before the 2020 election and throughout the opening weeks of the Biden Administration, elected officials and government observers began to identify regulations that they saw as particularly ripe for congressional disapproval.

On November 25, 2020, ProPublica rolled out a tracker of eighty-one of, in its view, most consequential or controversial “midnight regulations,” rules that were (or were to be) promulgated after Election Day and therefore fell within the Congressional Review Act lookback period.61 The regulations identified concerned the environment, labor, immigration, the financial system, and agency policymaking. ProPublica emphasized that these late-term rules may have been formulated without thorough consideration of public input or may even have been intended to “tie the hands” of the incoming administration.62

Some scholars focused their attention primarily on those Trump-era rules that, unless quickly addressed, could restrict agencies’ ability to effectively promulgate other regulations. Richard Revesz identified six Trump-era “meta-deregulations,” or internal agency rules altering the agency’s rulemaking process, which had the potential to restrict the scope of future agency regulatory activity—making them urgent targets for nullification.63 Among these were EPA’s “censored science” rule, meant to hinder the agency’s ability to base its regulations on epidemiological studies showing the adverse effects of contaminants on the general population unless underlying data from those studies

60. See id.


62. Id.

were made public. The list also included several other meta-deregulations: EPA rules that make it more difficult to justify air pollution rules by pointing to their indirect benefits and that prohibit regulating greenhouse gas emissions by industrial classes other than the fossil fuel industry; a Department of Energy rule blocking stringent emissions standards for furnaces, water heaters, and boilers; and a Health and Human Services rule mandating that agency rules expire unless the agency regularly reviews and justifies them.

Other commentators expressed doubt that the Biden Administration would lean on the Congressional Review Act to aid in a regulatory transition, on the grounds that Democrats do not want to be seen as an anti-regulatory party. Washington Post columnist Helaine Olen wrote, “[Democrats] believe the CRA has an anti-regulatory bias, and that any use of it, no matter how well meant, simply legitimizes a fundamentally bad law. In other words, tit-for-tat politics will normalize it.” Moreover, Democrats generally have greater regulatory aspirations than Republicans and have expressed fears regarding the provision of the Act stipulating that disapproval of a regulation bars an agency from promulgating “substantially the same” provision in the future. Of course, these reputational and prudential anxieties may be less material where the regulations being disapproved are themselves deregulatory. Voiding such deregulatory actions is hard to construe as anti-regulatory in spirit, because voiding a deregulatory rule will in most cases lead to the prior regulation coming back into place. In addition, it presents a near-zero likelihood of barring desired regulations in the future under the “substantially the same” provision.

Notwithstanding these concerns, empirical examinations of congressional activity since the Act was instituted show that Democrats are not averse to using the Congressional Review Act in principle, and in fact have consistently

---


68. Olen, supra note 32.

69. See Kelsey Brugger, Dems Weigh Assault on Trump Rules, but Time Is Short, E&E NEWS (Mar. 17, 2021), https://www.eenews.net/stories/1063727671 [https://perma.cc/8WUA-5DFL] (quoting Senator Brian Schatz (D-Haw.) as saying: “I want their feedback . . . [if] [using the Act] prohibits us from doing a new rulemaking, maybe it’s better we go through the Administrative Procedure Act and do this the old-fashioned way”); see also Dooling et al., supra note 53.

70. “[Concern over preempting future regulatory action] is not particularly serious in instances where the Trump administration weakened Obama administration protections and the Biden administration would want to strengthen the Obama baseline. Under no plausible linguistic interpretation is weakening a baseline ‘substantially the same’ as strengthening a baseline.” Revesz, supra note 63.
introduced disapproval resolutions under the Act since its passage in 1996.\footnote{71}{See Dooling et al., supra note 53.}

These resolutions came at times when Democrats lacked control over one chamber of Congress or over the White House, so the disapproval actions were extremely unlikely to succeed and were likely only symbolic. During the only congressional term in which Democrats controlled both chambers and the presidency, after the election of President Obama in 2009, they opted not to use the Act, purportedly out of caution regarding the “substantially the same” provision.\footnote{72}{See Susan Crabtree, Law Backed by Harry Reid Will Haunt Dems in 2017, WASH. EXAM’R (Dec. 16, 2016), https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/law-backed-by-harry-reid-will-haunt-dems-in-2017 [https://perma.cc/6UED-ZDSK].}

2. Rules Targeted for Disapproval by the 117th Congress

On Inauguration Day, the Biden White House released a fact sheet naming 104 environmental regulations that it planned to revisit, forty-seven of which were finalized during the lookback period.\footnote{73}{See Fact Sheet: List of Agency Actions for Review, supra note 20.}

As indicated above, the 117th Congress had until April 4, 2021 to introduce disapproval resolutions concerning Trump-era rules, and the Senate was empowered to pass such resolutions with a simple majority vote until May 27, 2021.\footnote{74}{See supra notes 50-51 and accompanying text for a discussion of how these periods and deadlines are determined.}

Any Trump-era rules finalized during the lookback period, after August 21, 2020 were eligible for consideration.\footnote{75}{See Unrig the Rules Explainer: The Application of the Congressional Review Act to Recent Trump Administration Rulings, supra note 47.}


which are described below.


Proponents of the rule argued that it would better inform employers involved in disputes and encourage voluntary dispute resolutions, a necessary change due to EEOC’s limited capacity to litigate cases that are not resolved voluntarily.\footnote{78}{See Smith, supra note 77.} Critics, including now-Chair of the EEOC Charlotte Burrows, countered that the rule would make it more difficult for
employees to succeed on discrimination claims, enable employers to drag out claims, and needlessly encourage litigation.79

Changes to the SEC’s Shareholder Resolutions 14-8a rule. Changes to procedural requirements in the Securities and Exchange Commission’s rule concerning proxy resolutions for shareholder votes, which were promulgated on November 4, 2020, and became effective on January 4, 2021, made it more difficult for small shareholders to file resolutions with company executives regarding governance, sustainability, and workforce issues.80 Under the new rule, to raise such issues with management, shareholders needed to hold more stock, for a longer time, than was the case previously.81

Under the Trump Administration, the SEC suggested that the new rule reduced the costs borne by companies and shareholders of processing, analyzing, and voting on shareholder resolutions.82 Opponents of the rule—which included labor unions, asset managers, and consumer groups—countered that the rule overly burdened shareholders and unduly infringed on their right to influence the direction of companies in which they had invested.83 They also argued that the rule’s formulation violated the SEC’s own internal rules requiring economic analyses to factor into regulation.84

HHS’s SUNSET rule. The Health and Human Services SUNSET rule, which was promulgated on January 19, 2021 and became effective on March 22, 2021, instituted a mandatory retrospective review process for most HHS regulations.85 Unless a regulation covered by the rule was reviewed and found justified within a specified time period, it would expire within ten years of its promulgation. Supporters of the rule argued that sunset laws encourage economic growth and, despite concerns about the practicability of such a high volume of regulatory review, have proven to be workable at the state and local level.86 Opponents of the rule argued that it made extraordinary demands of HHS staff and unduly burdened the agency, pointing out that it would force HHS to review rules twenty times faster than it ever has in the past—and should the

79. See id.
83. See Investors and Consumer Groups Urge Members of Congress to Overturn Trump-Era SEC Rule Changes, supra note 81.
84. See id.
agency fail to maintain this pace, the rule could cause nearly 17,000 HHS regulations to expire by 2026.\textsuperscript{87} Attempting to undertake regulatory review of this scale on such a timeline, observers said, would be a “herculean and likely impossible task.”\textsuperscript{88}

Changes to the SSA’s administrative appeals process. The Social Security Administration’s November 16, 2020, rule regarding disability determinations, which became effective on December 16, 2020, provided that administrative appeals judges—as distinct from administrative law judges, or ALJs—would be able to preside over a broader range of hearings and appeals than had previously been the case.\textsuperscript{89} At the time of issuance, the SSA claimed that administrative appeals judges were already empowered to preside over hearings but had not been formally tasked with doing so.\textsuperscript{90} Allocating hearings to administrative appeals judges when necessary, the agency explained, would enable the SSA to expand the agency’s adjudicatory capacity as needed (for example, if a large number of claimants should seek hearings within a short timeframe).\textsuperscript{91} Critics argued that the changes contravened congressional intent, and that by threatening to deprive appellants of a hearing before a qualified, independent ALJ, the rule infringed claimants’ right to due process and endangered their access to essential resources like disability and retirement benefits.\textsuperscript{92}

Changes to EPA’s methane emission standards. Amendments to the Environmental Protection Agency’s methane emission standards, promulgated and effective on September 14, 2020, repealed Obama-era methane limits on oil and gas installations.\textsuperscript{93} The Obama-era emissions scheme regulated greenhouse gas emissions, including methane, at several points in the manufacture of fossil fuels, including on-shore production, gas processing, transmission, storage, and during the import and export of liquified natural gas.\textsuperscript{94} The Trump-era

---


\textsuperscript{90} See id. at 73,139.

\textsuperscript{91} See id. at 73,145.


\textsuperscript{94} See EPA’s Final Methane Emissions Rules Roll Back Standards and Statutory Authority, HARV. L. SCH. ENV’T & ENERGY L. PROGRAM (Sept. 9, 2020), https://eelp.law.harvard.edu/2020/09/epas...
amendments eliminated regulations of greenhouse gas emissions during storage and transmission, and more significantly, eliminated regulation of methane emissions in the manufacture of fossil fuels (the sector most responsible for methane emissions in the United States) entirely.

The elimination of methane emissions regulations was broadly condemned by environmental groups as endangering public health and the environment. Critics, including some fossil-fuel companies, encouraged Congress to void the rule changes. Supporters of the Trump-era rollback argued that regulating methane emissions would unduly burden American fossil-fuel producers and disadvantage them in competing against foreign producers.

The OCC’s “True Lender” Rule. The Treasury Office of the Comptroller of the Currency’s “True Lender” rule, promulgated on October 30, 2020, and effective on December 29, 2020, established that a bank is the lender in a loan if it is named as such or if it funded the loan. The rule purported to encourage banks to enter into lending partnerships with third parties by clarifying legal obligations, and thereby expand access to affordable credit. Critics argued that the rule would in fact encourage the “rent-a-charter” schemes that it aimed to discourage, enabling lenders to evade local and state laws intended to protect consumers. Several state attorneys general complained that the rule effectively allowed lenders to exceed states’ maximum limits on interest rates, exposing citizens of those states to usury.

3. The Biden Administration’s Disapprovals

As indicated above, resolutions concerning all six of the above regulations were introduced for consideration under the Congressional Review Act in the House, and four—the EEOC conciliation amendments, SEC rule 14-8a, the EPA

---


100. See id.

101. Id. at 68,742-43.

methane emissions changes, and the True Lender rule—were also introduced in the Senate before the April 4 Senate deadline; the HHS SUNSET rule and the SSA administrative appeals rule were not. Of these four, only three—the EEOC conciliation amendments, the EPA methane emissions changes, and the OCC True Lender rule—came up for a vote in the Senate and were passed before the May 27, 2021 deadline for Senate simple-majority approval. The votes were 50-48, 52-42, and 52-47, respectively, and the number of Republican Senators voting in favor was zero, six, and three, respectively. Each of the three disapproval resolutions passed the House, and on June 30, 2021, President Biden signed each of the three disapproval resolutions into law.

The three regulations disapproved by the Biden Administration represent only a small fraction of the total number of Trump-era agency actions that could have been reached under the Congressional Review Act. In part, the Biden Administration’s limited use of the Act can be chalked up to the vicissitudes of congressional action. Even if the Biden White House had wanted to void more rules using the Act, the Democratic Congress was restricted by its slim majorities and busy early-term agenda. Congress may also have exercised restraint due to lingering Democratic discomfort with the apparently deregulatory nature of the tool.

The early day-to-day activity of the 117th Congress—and especially of the Senate, where the provisions of the Congressional Review Act require dedicating significant floor time early in the new congressional term—reveals how other priorities crowded out opportunities to use the Act more aggressively. For roughly two months following Election Day, it was not at all clear that Democrats would obtain a Senate majority. They held only 48 seats to the

---


104. The resolution concerning the EEOC conciliation amendments was passed in the Senate on May 19, 2021 by a 50-48 party-line vote. Republican Senators Marco Rubio and Lisa Murkowski did not vote. See 167 CONG. REC. S2752 (May 19, 2021). The resolution concerning EPA’s methane emissions rule was passed in the Senate on April 28, 2021 by a margin of 52-42, with six Senators not voting. All Democrats voting, as well as Republican Senators Susan Collins, Lindsey Graham, and Rob Portman, voted in favor of the resolution. See 167 CONG. REC. S2284 (Apr. 28, 2021). The resolution concerning the Office of the Comptroller’s True Lender rule was passed in the Senate on May 11, 2021, by a margin of 52-47. All Democrats voting, as well as Senators Susan Collins, Cynthia Lummis, and Marco Rubio, voted in favor of the resolution. See 167 CONG. REC. S2441 (May 11, 2021).

105. The resolution concerning the EEOC conciliation amendments was passed in the House on June 24, 2021 by a margin of 219-210. All Republicans voted against the measure, except for one Republican member who did not vote. See 167 CONG. REC. H3115-16 (June 24, 2021). The resolution concerning EPA’s methane emissions rule was passed in the House on June 25, 2021 by a margin of 229-191. Twelve Republicans voted for the measure, and eight did not vote. See 167 CONG. REC. H3139 (June 25, 2021). The resolution concerning the OCC’s True Lender rule was passed in the House on June 24, 2021 by a margin of 218-208. All Republicans voted against the measure except one, Glenn Grothman (R-WI), who voted for the measure. See 167 CONG. REC. H3114 (June 24, 2021).

106. See President Joseph R. Biden, supra note 40 (announcing the signing of the three resolutions).

107. During the opening months of the Biden Administration, the Democrats controlled the Senate by 50-50 votes (with Vice President Kamala Harris as the tiebreaking vote) and the House variously by 222-213, 222-212, 220-212, and 220-211 votes. See Party Breakdown, H.R. PRESS GALLERY, https://pressgallery.house.gov/member-data/party-breakdown [https://perma.cc/LUP6-G6WW] (last visited June 22, 2021).
Republicans’ 50, until Raphael Warnock and Jon Ossoff won their runoff elections for Georgia’s Senate seats on January 5, 2021. Unlike the other members of the new Congress, who were seated two days prior to the runoff on January 3, Warnock and Ossoff were not seated until Inauguration Day, leaving Democrats without their Senate majority for the first seventeen days of the new Congress.

Democrats finally took control of Senate committees on February 3, 2021, exactly a month after most members of Congress were seated for the new term, and therefore became able to report Congressional Review Act disapproval resolutions to the Senate floor for debate. First, however, Democrats turned their attention to the typical priorities of a Senate working under a new President: securing a federal budget and confirming executive nominations. Confirmation hearings consumed much of the Senate’s time in March, April, and May 2021, through the May 27 Senate action deadline. The Senate also had the extraordinary task of holding the second impeachment trial for then former-President Trump, from February 9 to February 13.

Moreover, the Senate also spent significant time passing legislation related to the COVID-19 pandemic. On March 4-6, March 25, April 14-20, and April 22, the Senate debated the American Rescue Plan Act, Medicare and Medicaid legislation, and a coronavirus-related hate crimes bill, all of which were oriented toward alleviating coronavirus-related crises.

While the Senate considered other legislation between February 3 and May 27—namely, bills related to the National Science Foundation, funding for the border wall, national defense, and drinking water and wastewater infrastructure—the impeachment trial and coronavirus pandemic placed even


115. Id.
greater constraints on the Senate’s time than typically exist after a new president is inaugurated.

The Biden Administration’s use of the Congressional Review Act, even while it faced these constraints, marks a first by a Democratic administration and reflects the urgency felt by the President and Congress of quickly rolling back Trump-era regulations. The Trump Administration’s aggressive use of the Act to disapprove fourteen Obama-era regulations may have provided the impetus for Democrats to respond in kind, in a tit-for-tat escalation of aggressive regulatory transitional policy in an era of congressional gridlock.\textsuperscript{116} Use of the Act was not only constrained by its burdensome procedural provisions and the Democrats’ slim Senate majority, but it was also dictated by which regulations could be handled by other actors or in other ways; the HHS SUNSET rule, for instance, one of the most clearly harmful Trump-era regulations, is being dealt with through agency delays and court action, rather than through Congressional Review Act disapproval.\textsuperscript{117} In the context of other regulatory transitional tools, therefore, the Act served as a strong tool.

II. Court Strategies

The Biden Administration also followed the Trump Administration’s aggressive approach in litigation challenging its predecessor’s policies. In adopting this approach, the Biden Administration employed three primary strategies. First, in over thirty instances the new administration requested that courts place cases in abeyance while the relevant agency reviews the challenged rule. The Trump Administration pioneered a significantly more expansive application of this tool than prior administrations by requesting abeyances in cases in late stages of the litigation process. The Biden Administration followed suit by requesting just as many late-term abeyances, including in at least six cases where oral argument had already taken place. Second, the Biden Administration withdrew appeals where lower courts had struck down a Trump Administration rule. Third, the new Administration asked courts to vacate challenged Trump-era rules and remand them to the agency, arguing that the rules are legally invalid. Together, these tools offer a new administration multiple rollback opportunities.

A. Abeyances

Like its predecessors, the Biden Administration sought abeyances in litigation challenging disfavored regulatory policies adopted by the prior administration. The Biden Administration followed the Trump Administration’s strategy by requesting these abeyances in far more advanced stages of the

\textsuperscript{116} See Dooling et al., supra note 53; Davis Noll & Revesz, supra note 1, at 3 (citing Revesz, supra note 17, at 1518-25 (discussing congressional gridlock in the tax system)).

litigation process than had previous administrations. This Section discusses abeyances and similar strategies as tools for rolling back previous administrations’ regulatory policies and describes the ways in which the Biden Administration has implemented them.\textsuperscript{118}

1. Background

An abeyance is a court order that delays further litigation.\textsuperscript{119} Abeyances can help incoming administrations prevent the previous administration’s regulatory policies from receiving unwanted judicial legitimacy. In cases challenging regulatory policies, administrations can use abeyances to put off court decisions until agencies decide whether to repeal or amend the rule.\textsuperscript{120} Courts generally grant abeyances on the grounds that they “conserve judicial resources” when an agency is planning to rethink a rule,\textsuperscript{121} which would in turn render the pending suit moot. Even if the agency does not ultimately repeal the challenged rule, if the agency adopts changes to the rule the abeyance still potentially saves time, effort, and resources by narrowing the justiciable issues the court must address.\textsuperscript{122}

Abeyances are useful to new administrations following inter-party transitions because they mitigate the risk of a court upholding the previous administration’s regulations, which could hinder the new administration’s policy agenda. For example, a judicial decision upholding an interpretation of the prior administration’s regulations, which could hinder the new administration’s policy transitions because they mitigate the risk of a court upholding the previous administration’s regulations, which could hinder the new administration’s policy agenda. Abeyances prevent courts from making such rulings. Abeyances


\textsuperscript{119} See, e.g., Am. Petroleum Inst. v. EPA, 683 F.3d 382, 389 (D.C. Cir. 2012) (“[W]e can hold the case in abeyance pending resolution of the proposed rulemaking.”).

\textsuperscript{120} Id. at 386 (describing abeyances in the context of “letting the administrative process run its course before binding parties to a judicial decision”).

\textsuperscript{121} Id.


\textsuperscript{123} Under Chevron, U.S.A., Inc. v. NRDC, courts may not grant deference to agencies’ statutory interpretations of an issue when Congress, through the statute, unambiguously addressed its intent towards the issue. 467 U.S. 837, 842-43 (1984).

\textsuperscript{124} See Nat’l Cable & Telecommunications Ass’n v. Brand X Internet Servs., 545 U.S. 967, 982 (2005) (holding that a prior court’s statutory construction trumps an agency’s own statutory interpretation under Chevron if the court determined the statute’s terms were unambiguous).
also help new administrations when courts would otherwise find that deference to an agency’s interpretation is warranted. When presidents want to repeal their predecessor’s policies, it is more difficult to argue the previous policy exceeded legal bounds if courts have legitimized that policy. Abeyances prevent courts from potentially upholding the previous administration’s interpretation while the new administration is considering whether to repeal or replace it. Moreover, the Justice Department, which represents federal agencies in court, traditionally opposes changing its litigation approach in administrative law cases without the agency first changing the rule. Abeyances give agencies the opportunity to make rule changes before the Justice Department litigates the prior administration’s position.

2. The Trump Administration’s Practice

Before the Trump Administration, new administrations used abeyances to delay early-stage litigation challenging their direct predecessors’ policies. The Obama and George W. Bush Administrations, for example, generally requested abeyances in cases where briefing had not yet begun, and never after briefing had been completed. The Trump Administration similarly requested abeyances in cases in early stages of litigation, but departed from this pattern by also requesting abeyances in many cases where briefing had already been

125. When Congress has explicitly left a statute ambiguous on an issue, courts must defer to agencies’ statutory interpretations of the issue unless they are “arbitrary, capricious, or manifestly contrary to the statute.” Chevron, 467 U.S. at 843-44. When a court determines that Congress left the issue ambiguous only implicitly, “a court may not substitute its own construction of a statutory provision for a reasonable interpretation made by the administrator of an agency.” Id. at 844.


127. See 5 U.S.C. § 3106 (2018) (“Except as otherwise authorized by law, the head of an Executive department or military department may not employ an attorney or counsel for the conduct of litigation in which the United States, an agency, or employee thereof is a party, or is interested, or for the securing of evidence therefor, but shall refer the matter to the Department of Justice.”); cf. Kirti Dutla & Richard L. Revesz, Deconstructing Independent Agencies (and Executive Agencies), 98 CORNELL L. REV. 769, 799-801, 801 n.171 (2013) (identifying statutes that authorize certain agencies to conduct their own litigation).

128. See Jody Freeman, The Limits of Executive Power: The Obama-Trump Transition, 96 NEB. L. REV. 545, 551 (2018) (“If the DOJ lawyers have already briefed a case, they typically do not change their position until the client agency has taken steps to reverse its position.”).

129. See, e.g., B.J. Alan Co. v. ICC, 897 F.2d 561, 563, 582 n.1 (D.C. Cir. 1990) (explaining that the court had granted an abeyance because the agency had granted reconsideration and the court had “not yet taken up the case for preparation and argument” at that time).

130. See, e.g., Order at 1, Am. Petroleum Inst. v. EPA, No. 08-1277 (D.C. Cir. Apr. 1, 2009) (granting the Obama Administration’s abeyance request, made before briefings were filed, in case challenging Bush-era emissions regulations); Order at 1, Sierra Club v. EPA, 551 F.3d 1019 (D.C. Cir. 2009) (No. 02-1135) (granting joint motion from the Bush EPA and the opposing party filed before briefings had begun to hold case in abeyance “pending completion of the agency proceedings”).

131. See, e.g., Davis Noll & Revesz, supra note 1, at 28 n.129 (identifying cases in which the Trump Administration requested abeyances before briefs had been filed).
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completed. Unlike abeyance requests made by previous administrations, these abeyance requests often faced significant opposition from intervening parties supporting the challenged rule. Despite the opposition, courts granted the Administration’s late-stage requests in many instances. In one case, challenging the Obama Administration’s Clean Power Plan, which regulated greenhouse gas emissions of existing power plants, the D.C. Circuit granted the Administration’s abeyance request even after oral argument had already taken place, and despite the objection of parties intervening in support of the policy.

3. The Biden Administration’s Practice

In our 2019 article, we predicted that a future Democratic president would likely follow the Trump Administration’s lead in aggressively seeking abeyances to undo its predecessor’s policies. As predicted, the Biden Administration has adopted a similar strategy to the Trump Administration in requesting abeyances even in cases that are in advanced stages of litigation. Since President Biden’s inauguration, the Administration has filed dozens of requests to place cases in abeyance or to otherwise stay proceedings. While some requests were filed early in the litigation, many requests for abeyances were made in cases in which both parties have already filed briefs. In at least six cases, abeyances were

132. See, e.g., id. at 28-29 n.130 (identifying cases in which the Trump Administration requested and received abeyances after substantial litigation had already taken place).

133. See id. at 29 n.131 (identifying cases in which the Trump Administration’s abeyance requests were opposed by intervening parties, and in some cases even opposed by the petitioners challenging the rule).

134. See, e.g., id. at 30 n.136 (identifying instances in which courts granted the Trump Administration’s abeyance requests).

135. See Order at 2, West Virginia v. EPA, No. 15-1363 (D.C. Cir. Apr. 28, 2017) (granting opposed abeyance after en banc oral argument had been held).

136. See Davis Noll & Revesz, supra note 1 (“In this climate, a Democratic president is not likely to shy away from following the aggressive approach mapped out by the Trump administration after the next inter-party transition. . . . [F]uture administrations will be under similar pressure to use these aggressive tools to cut back on the prior administration’s policies as much as possible.”).

137. See, e.g., Order at 1, Env’t Integrity Project v. Wheeler, No. 20-01734 (D.D.C. Jan. 28, 2021) (granting unopposed abeyance requested before briefings were filed); Order, Am. Acad. of Pediatrics v. Regan, No. 20-01221 (D.D.C. Feb. 16, 2021) (granting abeyance requested before briefings were filed); Order at 1, California v. EPA, No. 21-01034 (D.C. Cir. Mar. 31, 2021) (granting abeyance less than two months after petitioners filed their petition for review); Order at 1, 5, Del. Riverkeeper Network v. EPA, No. 20-3412 (E.D. Pa. Mar. 31, 2021) (granting parties’ joint stipulation filed before briefings to hold case in abeyance for 60 days); Order, Ill. Com. Comm’n v. FERC, No. 20-01645 (7th Cir. June 9, 2021) (granting request for continued abeyance filed before briefings); Order at 1, Massachusetts v. HHS, No. 21-01076 (1st Cir. Mar. 12, 2021) (granting unopposed abeyance requested before briefings were filed); Order, California v. Azar, No. 19-02552 (N.D. Cal. Feb. 10, 2021) (granting unopposed abeyance before briefings were filed).

138. See, e.g., Order; Asapansa-Johnson Walker v. Azar II, No. 20-03827 (2d Cir. Mar. 18, 2021) (granting abeyance in case challenging HHS’s repeal of a 2016 requirement that healthcare providers treat individuals in a manner consistent with their gender identity); Order, California v. Regan, No. 20-01357 (D.C. Cir. Feb. 12, 2021) (granting unopposed abeyance in case challenging the Trump administration’s rollback of methane emissions regulations); Order, NRDC v. Regan, No. 20-01150 (D.C. Cir. June 2, 2021) (revising briefing schedule to delay due dates by nearly two months following an unopposed abeyance request submitted by the EPA); Order at 1, New York v. U.S. Dep’t of Energy, No. 19-03652 (2d Cir. Mar. 9, 2021) (granting unopposed abeyance request in case challenging Trump
requested and granted even after oral argument was held. See after oral argument had been held in case

These objections parallel the significant opposition the Trump Administration faced to many of its abeyance requests in cases after President Trump’s inauguration.

While multiple courts of appeals have granted abeyances since President Biden’s inauguration, the U.S. Courts of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit and for the Second Circuit have been especially receptive to the Administration’s requests even after significant litigation had already taken place. Some courts, including the D.C. Circuit, have also granted abeyance requests made over other parties’ objections. For example, in a case concerning EPA’s withdrawal of a

Administration rule exempting certain lamps from federal energy conservation standards; Order at 2, New York v. HHS, No. 1:19-cv-04676 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 16, 2021) (granting unopposed abeyance request in case challenging HHS rule expanding protections for healthcare workers who deny care to individuals on moral or religious grounds); Order at 1, O.A. v. Biden, No. 19-5272 (D.C. Cir. Feb. 24, 2021) (granting unopposed abeyance request in case challenging Trump policy barring asylum seekers arriving outside official ports of entry); Order at 1, California v. HHS, No. 20-16802 (9th Cir. Feb. 2, 2021) (granting unopposed abeyance request one month after appellants had filed their brief; at issue in this case was a Trump Administration rule requiring insurers to bill for abortion coverage separately from other coverage); Order, Hambrick v. Becerra, No. 20-02006 (4th Cir. Jan. 28, 2021) (granting unopposed abeyance request two months after appellants had filed their brief; at issue in this case was a Trump Administration rule requiring insurers to bill for abortion coverage separately from other coverage).

139. See Order at 1, New York v. U.S. Dep’t of Lab., No. 19-05125 (D.C. Cir. Feb. 8, 2021) (per curiam) (granting unopposed abeyance request over a year after oral argument had been held in case concerning association health plans); Order at 1, TikTok Inc. v. Trump, No. 20-05302 (D.C. Cir. Oct. 8, 2020) (per curiam) (granting unopposed abeyance request after oral argument had been held in case regarding the Department of Commerce’s removal of TikTok from U.S. app stores); Order at 1, U.S. WeChat Users Alliance v. Biden, No. 20-16908 (9th Cir. Feb. 11, 2021) (granting unopposed abeyance request after oral argument in case challenging the Department of Commerce’s removal of WeChat from U.S. app stores); Order, Gilliam v. Dep’t of Agric., No. 20-3152 (3d Cir. Jan. 26, 2021) (granting unopposed abeyance request in case challenging policy barring certain families from receiving nutritional assistance under the Families First Coronavirus Response Act); Order at 1, Gomez v. Biden, No. 20-05292 (D.C. Cir. Feb. 9, 2021) (remanding the case and ordering the case into abeyance after oral argument had been held in suit challenging Trump’s proclamation banning foreign guest workers from entering the country); Order, Saget v. Trump, No. 19-01685 (2d Cir. Mar. 9, 2021) (granting unopposed abeyance in case challenging DHS’s termination of Temporary Protected Status for individuals from Haiti); Order, Washington v. EPA, No. 2:19-cv-00884 (W.D. Wash. July 6, 2021) (granting unopposed abeyance request while EPA proposes a new rule replacing the Trump EPA’s rule governing water quality criteria for toxics in Washington state).

140. See Order at 2, West Virginia v. EPA, No. 15-1363 (D.C. Cir. Apr. 28, 2017) (granting opposed abeyance after en banc oral argument had been held).

141. See, e.g., supra note 138 (identifying instances in which the abeyance requests were unopposed).

142. See, e.g., infra notes 144-153, 154-158, 173 and accompanying text (describing instances in which parties objected to the administration’s abeyance request).

143. See Davis Noll & Revesz, supra note 1, at 29 (noting “stiff opposition” to many Trump abeyance requests and noting that prior administrations did not experience this phenomenon).

144. See supra note 138 (identifying several instances in which the D.C. Circuit and the Second Circuit, among other courts, granted abeyance requests after briefings had been filed).

145. But see Order at 1, Evans v. FERC, No. 20-1161 (D.C. Cir. June 7, 2021) (denying an abeyance request after briefs had been filed following opposition from the petitioners challenging the policy; this case concerned FERC’s approval of the Jordan Cove liquified natural gas export project in Oregon).
waiver permitting California to place its own limits on tailpipe emissions, the administration moved to hold the case in abeyance while it reconsidered its withdrawal.  

Several states that had intervened in support of the government’s withdrawal opposed the motion. The states argued that the court should determine the constitutionality of the Clean Air Act provision empowering the government to grant emissions waivers before the government reconsidered whether to use that provision to grant California’s waiver. Despite these objections, the D.C. Circuit granted the abeyance, without elaboration. In another case, the D.C. Circuit, also without elaboration, placed in abeyance a challenge to EPA’s SAFE Vehicles Rule, which modified fuel economy standards for car model years 2021 through 2026. This grant occurred despite the objections of intervening respondents—including states and environmental groups—that opposed the regulations and argued that continued delay would cause continued harm in the interim. In a case in the Northern District of California regarding the Trump EPA’s interpretation of “waters of the United States” under the Clean Water Act, the court granted a continuance of an existing stay nearly a year after the case was first filed, over the opposition of the plaintiffs.

In at least four instances, however, courts of appeals have denied the Biden Administration’s abeyance requests made after briefs were filed. The Tenth Circuit denied an abeyance in an appeal from a decision out of the U.S. District Court for the District of Colorado regarding the Navigable Waters Protection Rule. Intervening defendants in the case opposed the abeyance request, and oral argument had taken place several months earlier. In that case, the court had apparently already finished its work on the case as the court issued its

---

146. See Motion To Hold Cases in Abeyance Pending Implementation of Executive Order and Conclusion of Potential Reconsideration at 1-2, Union of Concerned Scientists v. NHTSA, No. 19-01230 (D.C. Cir. Feb. 1, 2021).


148. See id. at 2.

149. See Order at 1, Union of Concerned Scientists, No. 19-01230 (D.C. Cir. Feb. 8, 2021) (per curiam).


154. See Pleading in Opposition to Motion To Hold Appeals in Abeyance for 60 Days, Colorado, No. 20-01238 (10th Cir. Feb. 11, 2021).

155. See Order, Colorado, No. 20-01238 (10th Cir. Feb. 11, 2021) (noting that oral argument took place on November 18, 2020).
unanimous decision on the merits of the case the day after denying the abeyance request.\textsuperscript{157}

In another case, the Second Circuit denied the Administration’s abeyance request even though briefs had not yet been filed, noting the objection of intervening appellants that supported the regulation.\textsuperscript{158} This case concerned the Trump Administration’s Joint Employer rule, which interprets the Fair Labor Standards Act and establishes standards for determining when entities are joint employers collectively liable for employees’ minimum wage and overtime pay.\textsuperscript{159} In a third case challenging the Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS) policy barring asylum for individuals arriving outside official ports of entry, the Ninth Circuit denied the Biden Administration’s abeyance request made over a year after oral argument.\textsuperscript{160} The court issued its denial even though both parties either supported or stated that they would not oppose holding the case in abeyance.\textsuperscript{161} Dismissing concerns that the case could be rendered moot by future regulations, the court held that “[t]he parties may address future developments related to Appellants’ review of the interim final rule and whether any such developments render the case moot in the district court on remand.”\textsuperscript{162} In a parallel case challenging the same issues, the D.C. Circuit had granted the Administration’s unopposed request to place the case in abeyance while the Department reviewed the policy.\textsuperscript{163}

The Supreme Court has granted three of the Biden Administration’s abeyance requests after briefing had been completed.\textsuperscript{164} One such grant occurred in a case challenging the Trump Administration’s decision to divert $2.5 billion from military construction projects to fund a wall on the southern border of the United States.\textsuperscript{165} The motion requesting the abeyance noted that President Biden had directed the government to conduct an “assessment of the legality of funding and contracting methods used to construct the wall” and of “the administrative

\textsuperscript{157} See Order at 2, Colorado, No. 20-01238 (10th Cir. Mar. 2, 2021).

\textsuperscript{158} See Order at 1-2, New York v. Walsh, No. 20-03806 (2d Cir. Apr. 8, 2021).

\textsuperscript{159} See Brief for Appellees at 12-15, New York, No. 20-03806 (2d Cir. Apr. 16, 2021) (describing the rule and the appellees’ contentions).

\textsuperscript{160} See Order and Amended Opinion at 20, E. Bay Sanctuary Covenant v. Biden, No. 18-17274 (9th Cir. Mar. 24, 2021).

\textsuperscript{161} See Appellants’ Supplemental Brief at 2-4, E. Bay Sanctuary Covenant, No. 18-17274 (9th Cir. Feb. 26, 2021) (arguing that holding the case in abeyance would be proper); Letter Brief in Response to Court’s Order at 1-2, E. Bay Sanctuary Covenant, No. 18-17274 (9th Cir. Feb. 26, 2021) (arguing that if the court chose not to deny rehearing en banc, “the Court should hold the petition in abeyance while the government reviews whether to rescind what remains of the policy”).

\textsuperscript{162} Order and Amended Opinion at 20, E. Bay Sanctuary Covenant, No. 18-17274 (9th Cir. Mar. 24, 2021).


\textsuperscript{164} Some circuit courts have been less willing to grant abeyances in these cases. See, e.g., supra notes 154-157, 160 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{165} See Order at 1, Biden v. Sierra Club, No. 20-138 (U.S. Feb. 3, 2021) (granting abeyance despite the fact that briefs had already been filed).
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and contractual consequences of ceasing each wall construction project.”¹⁶⁶

Though the Court did not explain its rationale in granting the motion, it may have
looked favorably on the consent of both sides to the request.¹⁶⁷ The Court sent
the case back to the district court, vacating all previous judgments, with
instructions to consider what new proceedings are necessary given that the
current administration no longer supported the wall’s construction.¹⁶⁸ In a
separate case regarding DHS’s “Remain in Mexico” asylum program¹⁶⁹ the
Supreme Court granted an abeyance request despite the fact that oral argument
was scheduled to take place less than a month later.¹⁷⁰ As in the border wall case,
the respondents in the case consented to the abeyance request.¹⁷¹

The Supreme Court placed a third case in abeyance even over the
opposition of one of the parties. The case concerned a challenge to state Medicaid
amendments that would make eligibility contingent on fulfilling a minimum
number of monthly work or volunteer hours.¹⁷² Arkansas, a petitioner in the case,
had opposed the Biden Administration’s abeyance request, claiming that the
legal issues in the case would likely arise again even if the new administration
were to withdraw its approval of the Medicaid amendments.¹⁷³ Despite
Arkansas’s opposition, the Court ordered the case placed in abeyance without
elaboration.¹⁷⁴ The Biden Administration had moved to vacate and remand the
case as well, but the Court declined to take those additional steps.¹⁷⁵

These cases suggest that the combination of a party’s opposition to
abeyance and the completion of oral argument may occasionally lead a court to
deny an administration’s request. But that is not generally the case. For example,
in the case challenging the Clean Power Plan, the D.C. Circuit granted the Trump
Administration’s abeyance request despite these hurdles.¹⁷⁶

An alternative but related strategy that a new administration may seek to
employ (in order to aid it in undoing a predecessor’s policies) involves seeking

¹⁶⁶ Motion of the Petitioners To Hold the Briefing Schedule in Abeyance and To Remove the Case from the February 2021 Argument Calendar at 1, 3-4, Sierra Club, No. 20-138 (U.S. Feb. 1, 2021) (quoting Proclamation No. 10,142, 86 Fed. Reg. 7225, 7225 (Jan. 27, 2021)).
¹⁶⁷ See id. at 2 (noting respondents’ consent to the motion).
¹⁶⁸ See Order, Sierra Club, No. 20-138 (U.S. July 2, 2021).
¹⁷¹ See Motion of the Petitioners To Hold the Briefing Schedule in Abeyance and To Remove the Case from the February 2021 Argument Calendar, Mayorkas, No. 19-1212 (U.S. Feb. 1, 2021).
¹⁷³ See Arkansas’s Opposition to the Federal Government’s Motion To Vacate at 2, Gresham, No. 20-37 (U.S. Feb. 22, 2021).
¹⁷⁵ See Motion To Vacate the Judgment of the Court of Appeals and Remand, To Remove the Cases from the March 2021 Argument Calendar, and To Hold Further Briefing in Abeyance Pending Disposition of this Motion at 2, Gresham, No. 20-37 (U.S. Feb. 22, 2021).
¹⁷⁶ See Order at 2, West Virginia v. EPA, No. 15-1363 (D.C. Cir. Apr. 28, 2017) (granting opposed abeyance after en banc oral argument had been held).
remands without vacatur. Remands without vacatur occur when the court sends the rule back to the agency for review without vacating it. Remanding a case is similar to holding a case in abeyance because in both instances the agency may reconsider the policy without having to simultaneously defend it in court. However, the two processes differ in several respects. Cases in abeyance are still under the court’s jurisdiction; unlike remanded cases, a case in abeyance may be revived at any time by the court or by motion of the parties. If parties wish to relitigate cases that have been remanded, they must file a completely new lawsuit and file completely new briefs. This opens the door for forum shopping, as plaintiffs need not refile in the court that remanded the original case. The Trump Administration made some use of remands in litigating Obama-era policies. For example, the Trump-era EPA sought to remand without vacatur several provisions of a challenged coal residuals disposal regulation. The court granted the Administration’s request to remand some, but not all, of the provisions.

The Biden Administration has similarly sought remands without vacatur in cases challenging Trump-era policies. The Administration sought such a remand in a Ninth Circuit case challenging the Trump EPA’s evaluation of methylene chloride under the Toxic Substances Control Act, which the court granted. In a separate case regarding the Trump Council on Environmental Quality’s regulation accelerating the infrastructure project approval process under National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the Western District of Virginia originally denied the Biden Administration’s motion to stay the case pending new regulations. The court noted that “[b]riefing is nearly completed in the case, and in essence [the plaintiffs] argue that time is wasting for the relief they hope to receive,” and concluded that “adding lengthy additional delay to [the court’s] decision would not be appropriate.” The Biden Administration responded by moving to remand the case without vacatur. Ultimately, the court did not rule

178. See id.
179. See id. at 404.
180. See id. at 404-05.
181. See id. at 405 (describing differences between voluntary remand and abeyance).
182. See id. (describing how voluntary remand enables forum shopping more so than abeyance).
184. See id. at 437 (granting EPA’s motion to remand three parts of the challenged rule).
185. See id. (denying EPA’s request that a provision of the rule be remanded). The court denied EPA’s request to place the case in abeyance as well; it used the same rationale for both denials. Id. at 436-37.
186. See Filed Order, Respondents’ Motion for Voluntary Remand, Neighbors for Env’t Justice v. EPA, No. 20-72091 (9th Cir. Jul 14, 2021); Respondents’ Motion for Voluntary Remand, Neighbors for Env’t Justice, No. 20-72091 (9th Cir. May 13, 2021).
188. Id.
on the remand request, instead dismissing the case on justiciability grounds.\textsuperscript{190} The Biden EPA also sought remands without vacatur in two suits concerning the Clean Water Act. One rule concerns another challenge to the Trump Administration’s interpretation of “waters of the United States.”\textsuperscript{191} The other case concerns the Trump EPA’s Water Certification rule, which alters the requirements for granting water quality certifications to projects affecting waters of the United States.\textsuperscript{192} The original plaintiffs oppose the motions to remand in both cases,\textsuperscript{193} and intervening defenders in the “waters of the United States” rule suit oppose the motion.\textsuperscript{194} Ultimately, a district court in the Northern District of California vacated the Water Certification rule case.\textsuperscript{195} The District of South Carolina granted without elaboration the Biden Administration’s remand motion in the case challenging the “waters of the United States” rule.\textsuperscript{196}

In sum, the Biden Administration has used the strategy adopted by the Trump Administration of seeking abeyances, and other related orders, in many cases in advanced stages of litigation. Like the Trump Administration, the Biden Administration has been largely successful in obtaining abeyances, though, in the case of both administrations, courts denied them in a few instances.

\textbf{B. Withdrawing Appeals}

Another litigation tool employed by the Biden Administration has involved withdrawing appeals in cases where a lower court struck down a Trump-era regulation. When a lower court has vacated a predecessor’s rule, a new administration that wishes to undo the rule benefits greatly from withdrawing any pending appeals from that decision. Not only does the lower court’s ruling effectively roll back the rule indefinitely, the new administration can also use the ruling to support future regulatory rollback work. This tool generally requires the consent and cooperation of all parties, so it is likely to be effective only when, at the time of the adverse decision, there are no intervenors supporting the rule.

\textit{1. The Trump Administration’s Practice}

The Trump Administration used this strategy where possible. For example, in the challenge to the Fiduciary Rule, an Obama-era regulation relating to the

\textsuperscript{193} See Defendants’ Notice of Motion and Motion for Voluntary Remand Without Vacatur at 2, 6, \textit{Waterkeeper All.}, No. 18-03521 (N.D. Cal. June 22, 2021).
\textsuperscript{194} See id. at 6.
fiduciary obligations of financial service providers, the Fifth Circuit vacated the rule in 2018. The Trump Administration declined to appeal, leaving the rule vacated. When state attorneys general sought leave to intervene to appeal the decision, the court denied those motions because litigation had already been completed. While the private plaintiffs opposed the states’ intervention motion, the Trump Administration did not take a position on that motion.

2. The Biden Administration’s Practice

The Biden Administration has been able to use the strategy in many more cases, perhaps as a result of the greater number of times that the Trump Administration lost in court. For example, the Biden Administration used the strategy in a series of cases concerning the Trump DHS’s Public Charge Rule. In 2020, the Northern District of Illinois vacated the rule entirely, but the Seventh Circuit stayed the implementation of this judgment pending its own review. After the Biden Administration took over, the agency moved to dismiss the Seventh Circuit appeal, a motion that was unopposed by the plaintiffs. Meanwhile, in February 2021, the Supreme Court granted certiorari to review the Ninth Circuit’s decision on the rule. A number of states subsequently sought to intervene in the Ninth Circuit litigation in order to defend the rule. But before that motion could be decided, the Administration stipulated to dismiss three pending public charge cases before the Supreme Court with the consent of the opposing parties. Under the Supreme Court’s rules, such an agreement among all parties automatically terminates the case. These stipulations were possible only because there were no intervening parties in these

197. See Chamber of Com. v. Dep’t of Labor, 885 F.3d 360 (5th Cir. 2018).
198. Motion To Intervene of the States of California, New York, and Oregon, Chamber of Com., No. 17-10238 (5th Cir. Apr. 26, 2018).
199. See Order at 3, Chamber of Com., No. 17-10238 (5th Cir. May 2, 2018) (per curiam) (denying the states’ motion to intervene after judgment had been entered).
200. See Motion To Intervene of the States of California, New York at 2, Chamber of Com., No. 17-10238 (5th Cir. Apr. 26, 2018) (“Counsel for plaintiffs indicated that they oppose this motion. . . Counsel for the government takes no position on this motion to intervene.”).
201. See Davis Noll, supra note 7, at 357 (showing that the Trump Administration succeeded on only 23% of cases challenging agency actions, compared to a success rate of approximately 70% for prior administrations).
204. See Cook Cnty. v. Wolf, No. 20-3150 (7th Cir. Nov. 19, 2020).
205. See Unopposed Motion To Voluntarily Dismiss Appeal, Cook County, No. 20-3150 (7th Cir. Mar. 9, 2021).
206. See Motion To Intervene, San Francisco v. USCIS, No. 19-17213 (9th Cir. Mar. 10, 2021).
208. See SUP. CT. R. 46.1.
three cases. Less than a week later, the Biden Administration issued a final rule repealing the Trump Administration’s public charge rule, citing the Northern District of Illinois’s vacatur as its justification. Ultimately, in April 2021, after the Supreme Court dismissed the three public charge cases before it, the Ninth Circuit rejected the states’ motion to intervene to defend the rule. In dissenting to that decision, Judge VanDyke remarked that the Administration had essentially used this technique to bypass the notice-and-comment process required by the Administrative Procedure Act (APA). He complained that the Biden Administration’s actions terminated the rule “with extreme prejudice—ensuring not only that the rule was gone faster than toilet paper in a pandemic, but that it could effectively never, ever be resurrected, even by a future administration.”

Even when lower courts have not definitively vacated the challenged rule, withdrawing appeals is still beneficial for a new administration because it allows agencies to propose new regulations without the potential restrictions that unfavorable court opinions would pose. The Biden Administration made use of this strategy in a case before the Supreme Court challenging the HHS’s 2019 rule implementing Title X’s family planning program. The rule had been upheld in the Ninth Circuit, but found to be arbitrary and capricious in the Fourth Circuit, creating a circuit split. After the Supreme Court granted certiorari in February 2021, the petitioners—including medical groups like the American Medical Association—and the administration respondents filed a joint stipulation to dismiss the case. The agency then published a proposed rule to roll back the Trump-era rule. The appellate courts were split on the 2019 rule’s validity; thus, the agency did not cite lower courts as the rationale for immediately repealing the rule. But the agency did note that the Fourth Circuit had found the rule to be arbitrary and capricious and a violation of both the non-
directive mandate and provisions within the Affordable Care Act.\textsuperscript{219} Nineteen states and several pro-life organizations quickly moved for leave to intervene in the Supreme Court, in order to support the Trump-era rule.\textsuperscript{220} In response, the Biden Administration submitted a letter representing that it would continue to enforce the rule as long as it remained on the books, and that if future litigation arose it would seek an abeyance until the notice-and-comment period had closed on the replacement rule.\textsuperscript{221} The Supreme Court then ordered the case dismissed pursuant to the parties’ joint stipulation.\textsuperscript{222}

The Biden Administration has also withdrawn appeals in lower courts in cases challenging rules that had not been fully vacated. In the Ninth Circuit, the Administration voluntarily moved to dismiss the government’s appeal of a district court injunction of operational changes at the U.S. Postal Service, which had been implemented prior to the 2020 presidential election.\textsuperscript{223} This appeal concerned a lower court’s preliminary injunction of the changes, rather than a vacatur of the rule itself.\textsuperscript{224}

\textbf{C. Conceding Error}

A third strategy employed by the Biden Administration to undo Trump-era policies in the courts involves conceding error and seeking remands with vacatur. Remands with vacatur are requests by the Administration to send the case back to the agency for review while simultaneously striking down the challenged rule.\textsuperscript{225} This type of decision is appropriate only if the court also rules on the legality of the rule, because otherwise it would allow an agency to effectively repeal rules without undergoing public notice and comment.\textsuperscript{226} There are two important factors the court must consider before vacating the rule. These factors are “the seriousness of the order’s deficiencies”—a measure of whether the rule is legally valid and, if not, whether the agency can fix the issues—and whether vacatur would cause any “disruptive consequences” in the interim.\textsuperscript{227} To make

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{219} See id. at 19,814 & n.11. The Ninth Circuit did not rule on whether the rule violated the non-directive mandate. Id.
\item \textsuperscript{220} See Motion of Ohio and 18 Other States for Leave To Either Intervene or To Present Oral Argument as Amici Curiae, Am. Med. Ass’n, No. 20-429 (U.S. Mar. 8, 2021); Motion of the American Association of Pro-Life Obstetricians & Gynecologists et al. To Intervene or To Present Oral Argument as Amici Curiae, Am. Med. Ass’n, No. 20-429 (U.S. Mar. 12, 2021).
\item \textsuperscript{221} See Letter Brief at 1-3, Am. Med. Ass’n, No. 20-429 (U.S. May 3, 2021).
\item \textsuperscript{222} See Order, Am. Med. Ass’n, No. 20-429 (U.S. May 17, 2021) (ordering the dismissal “in light of” the government’s representation).
\item \textsuperscript{223} See Unopposed Motion To Dismiss Case Voluntarily, Washington v. Trump, No. 20-36047 (9th Cir. Jan. 21, 2021).
\item \textsuperscript{224} See Order, Washington, No. 20-36047 (9th Cir. Dec. 3, 2021) (stating that the appeal is a preliminary injunction appeal).
\item \textsuperscript{225} See Revesz, supra note 177, at 375-76 (describing remands with vacatur).
\item \textsuperscript{226} See id. at 390.
\item \textsuperscript{227} Allied-Signal, Inc. v. U.S. Nuclear Regul. Comm’n, 988 F.2d 146, 150-51 (D.C. Cir. 1993) (quoting Int’l Union, Mine Workers of Am. v. Fed. Mine Safety and Health Admin., 920 F.2d 960, 967 (D.C. Cir. 1990)).
\end{itemize}
use of this tool, therefore, administrations must convince the court that the challenged rule is legally invalid in some way.

1. The Trump Administration’s Practice

The Trump Administration made use of a related strategy in two cases challenging Obama-era regulations. Instead of explicitly conceding error and moving to remand with vacatur, the Administration first attempted to repeal the rules and then when those repeals faltered, it offered weak defenses of the challenged rules in court, resulting in the courts finding the Obama-era rules invalid and subsequently vacating them in whole or in part. The first case concerned a challenge to the Department of the Interior’s 2016 Waste Prevention Rule, which limited when oil and gas operators could vent natural gas and required operators to capture portions of the gases they produce.\(^\text{228}\) The Trump Administration had repeatedly tried and failed to rescind the rule, with multiple courts striking down the administration’s rollbacks as legally invalid.\(^\text{229}\) When ultimately forced to defend the Waste Prevention Rule on the merits, the Trump Administration argued that the rule violated the APA and that vacatur was the proper remedy.\(^\text{230}\) The court agreed and vacated the rule,\(^\text{231}\) despite the opposition of several states and environmental groups that had intervened to defend it.\(^\text{232}\)

The second instance in which the Trump Administration conceded error and argued for vacatur concerned the Department of the Interior’s 2016 Valuation Rule, which amended the valuation regulations for oil, gas, and coal produced from federal leases.\(^\text{233}\) Previously, as in the case of the Waste Prevention Rule, the Trump Administration had tried and failed to repeal the rule through the regulatory process, with the Northern District of California finding the repeal rule in violation of the APA.\(^\text{234}\) When the rule was later challenged in the District of Wyoming, the court enjoined multiple parts of the rule\(^\text{235}\) over the objections of intervening states and environmental groups.\(^\text{236}\) The Administration then


\(^{230}\) See Federal Respondents’ Supplemental Merits Response Brief at 23-25, Wyoming, 493 F. Supp. 3d 1046 (D. Wyo. Aug. 18, 2020) (No. 16-cv-00285) (arguing that vacatur is appropriate because the rule violates the Administrative Procedure Act and because vacatur would not lead to “disruptive or harmful consequences”).

\(^{231}\) See Wyoming, 493 F. Supp. 3d at 1085-86.


\(^{235}\) See Cloud Peak Energy, 415 F. Supp. 3d at 1053.

argued that the District of Wyoming’s ruling highlighted “fundamental flaws” in the rule’s new valuation methods for coal, and that the court should convert the preliminary injunction into a final judgment vacating the flawed parts of the rule. 237 Interestingly, though the Trump Administration ended before the resolution of this issue, the Biden Administration has not completely reversed course. The new administration agreed that the court should vacate the portions of the rule regarding coal valuation, but argued that the court should leave the remaining regulations for oil and gas valuation intact. 238 In September 2021, the court agreed. 239

2. The Biden Administration’s Practice

The Biden Administration used remands with vacatur to undo at least four Trump-era policies promulgated by EPA. These cases differ from the cases in which the Trump Administration argued for vacatur because none had any intervening parties defending the rule. In addition, the Biden Administration used this strategy very quickly after the transition rather than after attempting and failing to repeal the rules, as the Trump Administration had done. The first case concerned the “Secret Science” rule, which prohibited EPA from promulgating rules justified by epidemiological studies showing the adverse health effects of contaminants, unless the studies’ underlying data were publicly disclosed. 240 The Trump EPA justified the rule as a procedural rule, issued under the Federal Housekeeping Statute. 241 The Biden EPA then argued that the rule violated the APA, because the statute permits agencies to use the Federal Housekeeping Statute only to promulgate procedural rules. 242 The district court agreed and granted the motion the next day, vacating and remanding the rule back to the agency. 243

In a second instance, the Biden EPA sought unopposed remand with vacatur in a case concerning the Trump-era Municipal Solid Waste Alignment rule, which extended deadlines for states to submit plans implementing federal


241. Id. at 471.


emissions guidelines. EPA argued that remand with vacatur was permissible because the challenged rule was invalid, as the timelines established by the rule relied on the same justifications as another EPA rule that had been struck down under a previous court ruling. The court granted the motion one month after the motion was filed.

The Biden Administration’s third unopposed remand with vacatur request occurred in an EPA case challenging the Trump-era Significant Contribution rule. This rule set a higher threshold for determining whether greenhouse gas emissions from a point source contribute significantly to dangerous air pollution, and are therefore subject to stricter regulatory requirements. As in the previous cases, the Biden Administration argued that vacating the rule was proper because the rule was invalid. In this case, the Administration claimed that the criteria for meeting the significant contribution threshold were promulgated without the public notice and comment required of such regulations under the Clean Air Act. The court granted the Administration’s motion without elaboration several weeks later.

The Biden EPA also sought remand with vacatur in a case about exemption permits that the Trump EPA had granted to an oil refinery in January 2021, allowing it to sell fuel products without incorporating a minimum volume of renewable fuels into their product. Again with no intervenors and no opposition from the petitioners, the Administration sought and received a remand with vacatur, after conceding that the agency failed to properly analyze whether the petitioners legally qualified for the exemption permits.

Through abeyances, withdrawing appeals, and conceding error, the Biden Administration has continued the aggressive litigation approach adopted by the Trump Administration in cases challenging the prior administration’s policies. Abeyances persist as the most commonly employed tool in this effort. President Biden has gone even further than President Trump in using this tool by, for

---

246. See id. at 12. For the other rule struck down by the court, see Repeal of the Clean Power Plan; Emission Guidelines for Greenhouse Gas Emissions From Existing Electric Utility Generating Units; Revisions to Emission Guidelines Implementing Regulations, 84 Fed. Reg. 32,520 (July 8, 2019); and Am. Lung Ass’n v. EPA, 985 F.3d 914, 991-95 (D.C. Cir. 2021) (vacating the rule’s timing provisions).
249. See id. at 7.
250. See id.
251. See Order, California, No. 21-1035 (Apr. 5, 2021) (per curiam); see supra note 247.
example, requesting and receiving multiple abeyances even after the completion of oral argument, compared to only a single instance in which President Trump attempted such a strategy. Abeyances also remain the only one of these tools in which administrations occasionally succeed despite the objections of the other party or of intervening parties. When intervening parties are absent and the opposing parties are cooperative, the Biden Administration has also succeeded in undoing several Trump-era policies by withdrawing pending appeals and by requesting remands with vacatur. These strategies require a greater confluence of circumstances to be viable, explaining why, for both the Biden and Trump Administrations, they have been employed less frequently than abeyances. Nonetheless, when these strategies are available, they present the strongest opportunity to permanently roll back the prior administration’s regulations.

III. Regulatory Strategies

As we discussed in our 2019 article, the Trump Administration made aggressive use of suspensions as a deregulatory tool, in ways not seen in previous administrations.\textsuperscript{254} We predicted that the Trump Administration’s use of suspensions to prevent Obama-era policies from coming into effect would provide a blueprint for future Democratic administrations seeking to reverse Trump’s own policies.\textsuperscript{255} As expected, the Biden Administration has aggressively used suspensions to delay Trump-era regulations, though Biden agencies have seemingly made greater efforts to comply with legal requirements than Trump-era agencies did. This Part describes how suspensions aid incoming administrations after inter-party transitions and discusses how the Biden Administration’s use of this tool compares to that of the Trump Administration. This Part also details how the Biden Administration, by more closely adhering to federal rulemaking requirements, has avoided many of the litigation losses suffered by Trump agencies attempting the same strategy in 2017. It also describes other regulatory tools that the Biden Administration has used to quickly roll back Trump-era policies.

A. Suspensions

As we explained in our 2019 article, suspensions are useful for incoming administrations following inter-party transitions because it is easier to repeal a previous administration’s regulations if they have not yet gone into effect.\textsuperscript{256} This Section surveys the use of suspensions in prior administrations and shows how the Biden Administration continued to make aggressive use of them.

\textsuperscript{254} See Davis Noll & Revesz, supra note 1, at 37-41.
\textsuperscript{255} See id. at 47 (describing how incoming administrations from both parties are likely to find aggressive use of suspensions to be a useful tool).
\textsuperscript{256} See id. at 43-47.
1. The Trump Administration’s Practice

Before the Trump Administration, other administrations made use of suspensions to delay the previous administration’s regulations. President Reagan used this strategy especially aggressively, issuing suspensions both with and without notice and comment and using suspensions to indefinitely delay regulations.257 These delays often did not hold up in court, with courts holding that indefinitely delaying a rule is “tantamount to a revocation” that could not be promulgated without going through the proper APA procedural requirements.258 In general, before the Trump Administration, subsequent administrations limited the suspensions to sixty days,259 and targeted only regulations promulgated towards the end of the outgoing President’s term that had not yet become effective.260 So-called “midnight regulations” are often easier to delay and to challenge in court because they are more likely to be rushed and of poor legal quality.261

While he carried on the technique of suspending laws before their effective date,262 President Trump departed from his predecessors by suspending rules that had already gone into effect but had yet to reach their compliance dates.263 Courts frequently struck down these suspensions on substantive grounds, as well as for failing to undergo the proper notice-and-comment procedures required by the APA.264

---


259. See, e.g., PETER R. ORSZAG, OFF. OF MGMT. & BUDGET, MEMORANDUM FOR THE HEADS AND ACTING HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES, IMPLEMENTATION OF MEMORANDUM CONCERNING REGULATORY REVIEW 1-2 (2009) (“Consider extending for 60 days the effective date of regulations that have been published in the Federal Register but not yet taken effect, . . . for the purpose of reviewing questions of law and policy raised by those regulations.”).

260. See Davis Noll & Revesz, supra note 1, at 35 n.169 (identifying suspensions issued during the Bush and Obama Administrations targeting regulations that had not yet become effective).

261. See Jason M. Loring & Liam R. Roth, After Midnight: The Durability of the “Midnight” Regulations Passed by the Two Previous Outgoing Administrations, 40 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 1441, 1448 (2005) (exploring the argument that midnight rules are more rushed and are therefore less likely to satisfy high standards of administrative rulemaking).

262. See Davis Noll & Revesz, supra note 1, at 38 n.186.

263. See id. at 37-38 (detailing Trump Administration suspensions of rules that had already gone into effect). Some regulations establish “compliance dates” that occur after the “effective date” of the rule. When a rule establishes both dates, the effective date refers to the date when the rule is added to the Code of Federal Regulations, while the compliance date refers to the date by which regulated entities must conform to the requirements of the rule. See NAT’L ARCHIVES AND REC’YS ADMIN., DOCUMENT DRAFTING HANDBOOK, loc. 3-7 to 3-9 (2018), https://www.archives.gov/federal-register/write/handbook [https://perma.cc/GT44-HTGJ].

264. See Davis Noll & Revesz, supra note 1, at 39.
2. The Biden Administration’s Practice

The Biden Administration has used suspensions to aggressively limit the implementation of regulations promulgated late in President Trump’s term. Unlike the previous administration, however, the Biden Administration has generally conformed to APA requirements by either allowing notice and comment or by properly justifying the suspension under 5 U.S.C. § 705.265 When Biden agencies have opted for comment periods on final rules, these periods have almost universally been opened after the suspensions were promulgated, rather than before their promulgation.266 And so far, the Biden Administration has avoided the litigation defeats regarding suspensions that plagued the Trump Administration in its first year.267 Many Biden suspensions draw justification from a memorandum issued by President Biden’s Chief of Staff Ronald Klain on inauguration day.268 For Trump-era rules that are not yet effective, the memorandum urges agencies to “consider postponing the rules’ effective dates for sixty days from the date of this memorandum...for the purpose of reviewing any questions of fact, law, and policy the rules may raise.”269 The memorandum recommends that agencies “consider” opening a thirty-day comment period for these suspensions.270 When agencies find further review necessary, they are also permitted by the memorandum to extend the suspension beyond the original sixty days.271

The Klain memorandum largely follows similar post-inauguration guidance issued by the incoming Obama Administration, though the Obama-era memorandum instructs agencies that they “should immediately reopen” thirty-day notice-and-comment periods for sixty-day suspensions.272 In contrast, the

265. See 5 U.S.C. § 705 (2018) (“When an agency finds that justice so requires, it may postpone the effective date of action taken by it, pending judicial review.”).

266. Agencies often justify their actions by citing the “good cause” exception in 5 U.S.C. § 553(b)(B), which allows agencies to forego advance notice and comment when the agency finds such a comment period would be “impracticable, unnecessary, or contrary to the public interest.” 5 U.S.C. § 553(b)(B); see, e.g., Fraud and Abuse; Removal of Safe Harbor Protection for Rebates Involving Prescription Pharmaceuticals and Creation of New Safe Harbor Protection for Certain Point-of-Sale Reductions in Price on Prescription Pharmaceuticals and Certain Pharmacy Benefit Manager Service Fees, 86 Fed. Reg. 7815, 7815 (Feb. 2, 2021) (to be codified at 42 C.F.R. pt. 1001) (citing the good cause exception as justification for not allowing advance notice and comment).


269. Id. at 7424.

270. Id.

271. See id. (“As appropriate and consistent with applicable law, and where necessary to continue to review these questions of fact, law, and policy, consider further delaying, or publishing for notice and comment proposed rules further delaying, such rules beyond the 60-day period.”).

Trump Administration’s instructions on sixty-day suspensions did not mandate or even suggest that agencies consider any notice-and-comment period, but rather simply suggested that agencies consider further rules to delay effective dates beyond sixty days when necessary.273

a. Sixty-Day Delays

The Biden Administration sought several sixty-day suspensions of Trump-era policies. These suspensions primarily cite the Klain memorandum as justification. While some agencies adhered closely to the recommendation in the Klain memorandum in opening full thirty-day comment periods alongside their suspensions,274 other agencies did not open full thirty-day comment periods for their sixty-day suspensions.275 For example, on February 5, 2021, the Department of Labor proposed delaying the effective date of the Trump-era Independent Contractor Status Rule by sixty days276 and opened an accompanying nineteen-day comment period.277 A full thirty-day comment period would have left only two days between the close of the comment period and the rule’s effective date.278 Labor then issued a final sixty-day delay rule on March 4 that went into immediate effect.279 Labor claimed that the suspension could be effective immediately, rather than thirty days later, because Labor had good cause to waive the procedures, due to the impracticability of the timeline, the potential confusion caused by the rule activating before the delay, and the lack of impact a delay would have on the individuals and entities covered by the rule.280 Labor eventually withdrew the Independent Contractor Status Rule entirely.281


274 For example, the Department of Energy opened thirty-day periods for notice and comment on two suspensions, despite their effective dates being only days after the suspensions were published. See Procedures for the Issuance of Guidance Documents, 86 Fed. Reg. 7799, 7799 (Feb. 2, 2021) (to be codified at 10 C.F.R. pt. 1061); Energy Conservation Program: Test Procedures for Small Electric Motors and Electric Motors, 86 Fed. Reg. 7798, 7798 (Feb. 2, 2021) (to be codified at 10 C.F.R. pt. 431).

275 See, e.g., infra note 277.

276 See Independent Contractor Status Under the Fair Labor Standards Act, 86 Fed. Reg. 1168 (Jan. 7, 2021) (to be codified at 29 C.F.R. pts. 780, 788, 795). This rule sets forward a new “economic realities” test for determining whether an individual is an employee covered under the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) or an independent contractor not covered under the FLSA. Id. at 1168.


278 A thirty-day comment period would end on March 6, 2021; the rule’s original effective date was March 8, 2021. See id.


280 See id. at 12,537. Labor argued that these factors entitled the suspension to be made immediately effective despite 5 U.S.C. § 553(d), which typically requires a thirty-day wait time for substantive rules. See id. Labor also did not concede that the suspension amounted to a substantive rule subject to § 553(d). See id.

While most of the Biden Administration’s suspensions allow for notice and comment, in some cases, agencies suspended Trump-era rules for sixty days without a notice-and-comment period. For example, HHS suspended portions of the Trump Administration’s Prescription Rebate Safe Harbor Rule for sixty days, without the opportunity for comments, as the rule was scheduled to become effective the day the suspension was issued. This suspension was issued as a final rule, like the March 4 suspension of the Independent Contractor Status Rule, unlike Labor in that suspension, however, here HHS did not precede that suspension with a proposed rule or with a comment period. HHS justified issuing the delay without advance notice and comment by citing pending litigation challenging the rule and its interest in evaluating its position in the litigation before the rule became effective. A court order later postponed the effective date until January 1, 2023, after HHS requested a suspension under 5 U.S.C. § 705. HHS also issued a sixty-day delay of a final rule entitled Secure Electronic Prior Authorization for Medicare Part D, which adopts new transaction standards for electronic prescriptions covered under Medicare. This suspension was not accompanied by a comment period.

In at least one instance the Administration opted for delaying a rule’s effective date by less than sixty days. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service delayed the effective date of Trump’s Migratory Bird Treaty Act Rule by only twenty-eight days, noting that the new effective date, March 8, 2021, was sixty days removed from the initial publication of the Trump rule on January 7, 2021. It is not clear why this shorter period was desirable.


286. See id.


291. See Medicare Program; Secure Electronic Prior Authorization for Medicare Part D Program; Delay in Effective Date, 86 Fed. Reg. at 7815, 8716 (Feb. 9, 2021) (to be codified at 50 C.F.R. pt. 10). After this period elapsed and the rule became
b. Longer Delays

The Biden Administration also issued suspensions spanning multiple months or years, often using initial sixty-day delays to buy time while the agency works on issuing a longer delay. While some agencies allowed comment periods during the initial delay, others postponed the comment period until the longer suspension was proposed. For example, citing the Klain memorandum, DHS suspended the Trump-era Security Bars and Processing Rule, which added emergency public health concerns as a reason to deny asylum eligibility.293 First, on January 25, 2021, DHS delayed the effective date of the rule for sixty days, without opportunity for notice and comment, because the effective date was the day after the suspension was issued.294 DHS stated that it had good cause to not seek notice and comment beforehand “because a permissible path to implementation of the rule is not apparent due to a preliminary injunction against a related rule.”295 Then, on March 22, DHS published an interim final rule delaying the effective date until December 31, 2021, with a thirty-day comment period following that publication date.296 DHS also justified this longer suspension by citing the preliminary injunction on the related rule.297

HHS similarly delayed298 the effective date of the Trump-era Affordable Life-Savings Medications Rule.299 Opponents of the rule had claimed that its provisions, which required certain medical centers to provide insulin and epinephrine to low-income patients at lower prices, would cause significant administrative and healthcare problems because of how it defined “low-income” individuals.300 After Biden’s inauguration, HHS delayed the effective date by sixty days with no comment period, citing the Klain memorandum.301 One week before this period lapsed, HHS proposed a further four-month delay, again citing only the Klain memorandum, while opening a five-day comment period.302 In

---

297. See id. at 15,070.
300. Id. at 83,825.
the final rule promulgating the delay, HHS stated that “no resources are required to implement the requirements in this [suspension]” because the status quo would not change. 303 HHS did not address any forgone benefits from the delay, but determined that the suspension “would have no major effect on the economy or federal expenditures” and would “not be disruptive because the underlying rule has not yet been implemented or taken effect.”304

The Administration allowed comments for several initial sixty-day suspensions preceding longer suspensions; however, the length of the comment periods differed. For example, the Department of Labor opened twelve- and fifteen-day comment periods, respectively, on two sixty-day suspensions of Trump-era rules: portions of the Tip Regulations Rule305 and the Strengthening Wage Protections Rule,306 respectively. Labor then opened thirty- and twenty-four-day comment periods, respectively, on the longer subsequent suspensions.307 For the Tip Regulations Rule, Labor acknowledged that suspending the rule, which among other provisions modifies penalties for employers that unlawfully keep employee tips, may affect commercial businesses, especially casinos, hotels, bars, and restaurants.308 However, Labor stated that it “does not believe that the proposed delay . . . would have an impact on costs or transfers, as these provisions only apply when an employer violates the [Fair Labor Standards Act].”309 For the Strengthening Wage Protections rule suspension, Labor quantified the impacts of the delay by assessing the net transfers between employers and employees on H-1B visas should the rule be delayed by one year. Labor calculated that employers would retain approximately $30 billion in forgone wages over ten years due to the delay, but treated this amount as a transfer rather than a cost or benefit of the suspension.310

304. Id.
308. See Tip Regulations Under the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA); Delay of Effective Date, 86 Fed. Reg at 15,816.
309. Id.
Conversely, the Department of the Interior allowed a full thirty-day comment period on one of its initial sixty-day suspensions, when it delayed the 2020 Valuation Reform and Civil Penalty Rule, but then did not allow any comments on the subsequent six-month suspension. While not formally analyzing costs and benefits of the suspension, in responding to public comments Interior stated that delaying implementation would simply “leave[] in place the requirements that have been applicable since January 1, 2017,” and that no comments received provided any evidence that the delay would “affect the operational decision-making” of the lessees affected by the underlying rule. On June 11, 2021, Interior proposed withdrawing the rule altogether.

EPA took an alternative approach in dealing with the Lead and Copper Rule Revisions. This rule, which commenters claimed ignored substantial sources of lead exposure in revising drinking water standards, was initially suspended for ninety-three days; EPA justified this delay by citing a White House fact sheet identifying the rule as an agency action to be reviewed under Executive Order 13,990. EPA did not explain why it suspended the rule for ninety days rather than the sixty days recommended in the Klain memorandum, stating only that the sole purpose of the delay was “to provide a short delay of the effective date of the [rule] so that EPA can request comment on a longer extension.” While other agencies and departments waited until close to the end of the initial delay period to promulgate their second, longer delays, EPA issued the proposed subsequent delay—until December 16, 2021—on the same day as the initial suspension, and opened a thirty-day comment period. EPA also conducted a quantitative analysis of the costs and benefits from this delay that would accrue over the following thirty-five years, finding that monetized benefits exceeded

314. Id. at 20,034.
319. Id.
monetized costs when using a 7% discount rate but not when using a 3% discount rate.\textsuperscript{321}

In at least one instance, however, the Biden Administration issued a sixty-day suspension and a subsequent suspension without a comment period in either case. The Bureau of Land Management delayed a Public Land Order\textsuperscript{322} issued on January 19, 2021 which allowed mining operations and leasing on over nine million acres of federal land.\textsuperscript{323} The sixty-day delay, issued as an “amended opening order” rather than a final rule, was followed by a two-year suspension providing time for the Bureau to cure numerous “defects” in the original land order.\textsuperscript{324} These cited defects include insufficient analysis under NEPA and the Endangered Species Act, among other purported flaws.\textsuperscript{325} During this time the Bureau will re-analyze the impacts of the order and correct defects.\textsuperscript{326}

In several instances, the Biden Administration issued initial suspensions for longer than sixty days. However, in those instances the Administration typically either issued an accompanying thirty-day comment period or properly justified not including one under 5 U.S.C. § 705. For example, U.S. Customs and Immigration Services suspended Trump’s H-1B Registration Requirements Rule\textsuperscript{327} for over nine months—until December 31, 2021—and opened a thirty-day comment period.\textsuperscript{328} The Administration justified the suspension by claiming that implementing the rule on its original effective date would require the government to make and test major H-1B registration system modifications, revise internal procedures, train staff, and offer training to the regulated public before the effective date, all of which the agency deemed “impracticable.”\textsuperscript{329} The agency noted that the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs had deemed the suspension “economically significant” and reviewed it pursuant to Executive Order 12,866.\textsuperscript{330}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[321.] See EPA, CALCULATING COST AND BENEFIT IMPACT OF DELAYING LCRR COMPLIANCE DATE, REGULATIONS.GOV (June 16, 2021), https://www.regulations.gov/document/EPA-HQ-OW-2017-0300-1891 [https://perma.cc/QEK9-2QBS]. This analysis simply removes one year of benefits and costs as calculated in the underlying rule’s economic analysis. The underlying rule was calculated to provide annual net benefits at a 3% discount rate and be an annual net detriment at a 7% discount rate, so delaying implementation provided net benefits only in the 7% calculation.


\item[325.] See id.

\item[326.] See id.


\item[328.] See Modification of Registration Requirement for Petitioners Seeking To File Cap-Subject H-1B Petitions; Delay of Effective Date, 86 Fed. Reg. 8543, 8543 (Feb. 8, 2021) (to be codified at 8 C.F.R. pt. 214).

\item[329.] Id. at 8546.

\item[330.] Id. at 8547.
\end{footnotes}
Lastly, HHS invoked 5 U.S.C. § 705 to justify a one-year suspension of the Trump-era Securing Updated and Necessary Statutory Evaluations Timely (SUNSET) rule without notice and comment. The suspended SUNSET Rule established automatic expiration dates for HHS regulations that were not reviewed every five years. The suspension noted ongoing litigation challenging the SUNSET Rule and stated that delaying the effective date was therefore proper under section 705.

c. Suspensions Challenged in Court

Relatively few of the Biden Administration’s suspensions have been challenged in court. One pending case concerns the suspension of a Trump-era rule issued by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, excluding certain areas from critical habitat designation for the northern spotted owl. The petitioners allege that the rule, which delays the effective date by forty five days and opens a thirty-day comment period, violates the APA, by not providing advance notice and a comment period, and substantive land use statutes. The Service justified this action by claiming that the suspension is procedural, rather than substantive, and therefore exempt from 5 U.S.C. § 553(d), which only requires that advance notice be provided for substantive rules.

d. Comparison to Trump Administration Suspensions

While the Biden Administration followed the Trump Administration’s lead in suspending a significant number of policies in its first six months, the Biden Administration’s approach has differed in several respects. The Biden Administration has largely refrained from extending compliance dates for rules that have already gone into effect, doing so only once so far. This one suspension delayed for three months a Consumer Financial Protection Bureau rule defining types of qualified mortgages under the Truth in Lending Act; the proposed

---


333. See Securing Updated and Necessary Statutory Evaluations Timely; Administrative Delay of Effective Date; Correction, 86 Fed. Reg. at 15,405.


suspension was issued two days after the rule’s effective date.337 and the final suspension was issued one month later, after the close of a thirty-day comment period.338 The Bureau accompanied this rule with a discussion of the likely costs and benefits of the three-month suspension.339 The Trump Administration, conversely, used this tactic at least eight times in its first six months to suspend Obama-era policies, often filing the suspensions months or even years after the rules went into effect.340 In two instances, the Trump Administration attempted to justify these suspensions by invoking 5 U.S.C. § 705; courts deemed these challenges unlawful for violating the APA’s arbitrary and capricious standard.341

Overall, the Biden Administration has made aggressive use of suspensions to prevent President Trump’s late-term regulations from becoming effective. For the most part, however, the Biden Administration has allowed notice and comment and otherwise adhered to APA timing and justification requirements in promulgating these suspensions, unlike the Trump Administration. As a result of these departures from the prior administration’s more brazen approach, the new administration has faced fewer challenges in court.342

B. Interim Final Rules

Avoiding a lengthy notice-and-comment process that can take months or years enables a new administration to roll back the prior administration’s regulations and implement its own agenda more quickly than would be possible otherwise. But promulgating a legislative rule without proper notice-and-comment procedures would normally violate the APA. It is permissible, however, to dispense with such procedures when the rule is interpretive rather

337. See Qualified Mortgage Definition Under the Truth in Lending Act (Regulation Z): General QM Loan Definition; Delay of Mandatory Compliance Date, 86 Fed. Reg. 12,839, 12,857 (Mar. 5, 2021) (to be codified at 12 C.F.R. pt. 1026) (noting the filing date as March 3, 2021—two days after the underlying rule’s effective date).


339. See id. at 22,857-58.


341. See Davis Noll & Revesz, supra note 1, at 40 n.193 (identifying cases in which courts struck down rules that improperly used 5 U.S.C. § 705 to justify extending compliance dates after the rules had already become effective).

342. For a discussion of the numerous challenges to the Trump Administration’s suspensions, see id. at 39-41.
than legislative, is a statement of policy, or is limited to internal agency procedures or practice; or when the agency with “good cause” finds that it is in the public’s interest to promulgate the rule immediately. Kyle Schneider recently explored how agencies have begun employing the “good cause” exception more regularly in order to get around notice-and-comment procedures. Using the good cause exception, an agency can promulgate an interim final rule (IFR), which takes effect before the notice-and-comment period, though the IFR is vulnerable to judicial review concerning the agency’s determination of good cause. While an IFR must later be followed by a notice-and-comment final rule, it prevents the existing undesirable regulation from controlling while the new rule is being formulated. This Section surveys the use of interim final rules to accomplish the goal of speedy rollbacks.

1. The Trump Administration’s Practice

The Trump Administration used IFRs to change rules and to suspend the implementation of Obama-era rules not yet in effect, giving agencies time to consider alternate formulations or build up justifications for rolling back the suspended regulations. Occasionally, but rarely, agencies used IFRs to give immediate effect to policy changes during the early months of President Trump’s term, such as when the National Marine Fisheries Service granted a spate of regulatory exemptions to several fishing fleets in April 2017. In the first six months of the Trump Administration, agencies did not use IFRs to effectuate significant regulatory changes. Later on, however, agencies used IFRs to immediately effectuate a number of important regulations. The Department of
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345. See Pennsylvania v. President United States, 930 F.3d 543, 569 (3d Cir. 2019), as amended (July 18, 2019), cert. granted sub nom. Little Sisters of the Poor Saints Peter & Paul Home v. Pennsylvania, 140 S. Ct. 918 (2020), cert. granted sub nom. Trump v. Pennsylvania, 140 S. Ct. 918 (2020), rev’d and remanded sub nom. Little Sisters of the Poor Saints Peter & Paul Home v. Pennsylvania, 140 S. Ct. 2367 (2020). The Third Circuit’s verdict was overturned by the Supreme Court in 2020, which did not reach the question of whether lack of good cause can fatally undermine an IFR’s validity, partially due to the fact that the IFRs at issue “contained all the elements of a notice of proposed rulemaking” and so should be treated as precursors to a final rule, not as final action themselves. Little Sisters of the Poor Saints Peter & Paul Home, 140 S. Ct. at 2384-85; see also Coalition for Parity v. Sebelius, 709 F. Supp. 2d 10, 19-24 (D.D.C. 2010) (finding that a statutorily mandated deadline for agency action did not suffice to establish good cause for promulgating an IFR).
346. See, e.g., Scope of Sections 202(a) and (b) of the Packers and Stockyards Act, 82 Fed. Reg. 9489 (Feb. 2, 2017) (to be codified at 9 C.F.R. pt. 201) (extending the comment period for an Obama Administration rule published on December 20, 2016 concerning grain inspections).
348. Though several IFRs were published in the Federal Register between January 20, 2017 and July 20, 2017, the majority pertain to civil monetary penalty inflation adjustments that are implemented annually by many agencies. See www.federalregister.gov (search: “interim” for publication date: “01/20/2017 to 07/20/2017”), results on file with author, https://drive.google.com/file/d/12wICD8-sS4UkavWE5qBrTUFOdepouqJ/view?usp=sharing.
Labor and HHS promulgated an IFR in October 2017 that expanded religious exemptions from the Affordable Care Act’s contraceptive mandate. The rule was upheld by the Supreme Court in 2020 in a verdict that gives broad latitude to agencies to use interim rules. On the other hand, the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia struck down a July 2019 IFR promulgated by DOJ and DHS, on the grounds that the Trump Administration’s prediction of a “surge” of asylum-seekers at the country’s southern border did not satisfy the APA’s “good cause” exception to the procedural notice-and-comment requirement.

2. The Biden Administration’s Practice

The Biden Administration has also made use of IFRs to skip over notice-and-comment hurdles to rulemaking. For instance, Biden’s EPA used the APA’s notice-and-comment rule for rules concerning internal agency procedures to promulgate an IFR rescinding with immediate effect a December 23, 2020 rule that has become known as the Benefit-Cost Rule. The Trump EPA, arguing that the Benefit-Cost Rule governed only internal agency procedures and was thus exempt from APA notice-and-comment requirements, had promulgated the regulation as a final rule with immediate effect. The rule purported to enshrine best practices for considering the benefits and costs of a rule in EPA rulemaking processes, which EPA officials argued would provide the private sector with much-needed policy clarity and consistency. Critics charged that the rule would make it more difficult for EPA to cite indirect public health benefits to support regulations implementing the Clean Air Act in the future.

Opponents of the Benefit-Cost Rule worried that because the rule became final before Inauguration Day, the Biden Administration would have relatively fewer tools available to quickly rescind it. In fact, however, the Trump EPA’s


350. “Section 553(b) [of the APA] obligated the Departments to provide adequate notice before promulgating a rule that has legal force . . . the IFRs provided sufficient notice. Aside from these notice requirements, the APA mandates that agencies ‘give interested persons an opportunity to participate in the rule making through submission of written data, views, or arguments.’ . . . states that the final rules must include ‘a concise general statement of their basis and purpose,’ . . . and requires that final rules must be published 30 days before they become effective . . . The Departments complied with each of these statutory procedures.” Little Sisters, 140 S. Ct. at 2386.


354. See Reilly, supra note 353.

decision to characterize the Benefit-Cost Rule as a procedural rule opened the door for the Biden Administration to rescind it using the same procedural exemption from APA notice-and-comment requirements that the Trump EPA used. While the Biden EPA agreed with the Trump EPA that the rule was procedural in nature, it also cited several substantive reasons for rescinding the rule. The agency argued that EPA had failed to articulate a rational basis for the rule that accorded with the Clean Air Act provision pursuant to which the rule had been promulgated and that the procedures the rule required were not needed, useful, or advisable. \(^{356}\) Moreover, EPA noted that the Trump-era rule would have locked the agency into using practices that were outdated or that conflicted with the best scientific methods, in a manner inconsistent with the Clean Air Act’s statutory mandate to make decisions based on the best scientific data available.\(^ {357}\) The use of an IFR gave the agency time to seek input without needing to leave the Trump-era rule in place.

Similarly, on June 29, 2021, the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) promulgated an IFR extending by two years the period in which agencies can develop or revise procedures for implementing the National Environmental Policy Act.\(^ {358}\) NEPA requires federal agencies to prepare environmental impact statements for significant regulatory action. Revisions made during the Trump Administration to the CEQ rules implementing the statute would have substantially weakened its provisions.\(^ {359}\) To justify the IFR, CEQ claimed both the procedural and good cause exemptions to the APA’s notice-and-comment requirements.\(^ {360}\) This suspension delayed compliance by two years and was accompanied by a thirty-day comment period.\(^ {361}\) The agency justified the suspension by citing the Biden White House fact sheet designating the rule for review pursuant to Executive Order 13,990 and by stating that the agency “has substantial concerns about the legality of the [rule], the process that produced it, and whether the [rule] meets the nation’s needs and priorities.”\(^ {362}\) The agency noted that because the rule was not economically significant for the purposes of Executive Order 12,866, it was not subject to the requirements imposed by the order on such rules.\(^ {363}\)

The Biden Administration also used the good cause exemption to revoke with immediate effect a Trump-era Department of the Interior IFR that imposed
stringent constraints on the Department’s ability to issue guidance documents.\textsuperscript{364} The October 26, 2020, regulation was promulgated as an IFR and never reissued as a final rule. Pursuant to President Biden’s Executive Order 13,992, which targeted “policies . . . that threaten to frustrate the Federal Government’s ability to . . . use robust regulatory action,” the Department of the Interior revoked the final rule with immediate effect on April 15, 2021.\textsuperscript{365} The Trump-era rule had cited the APA good cause exemption to avoid notice-and-comment requirements.\textsuperscript{366} In turn, the Biden Administration’s rescission simply cited the existing rule’s “good cause” exemption to justify not providing for notice and comment.\textsuperscript{367}

* * *

All of these possible regulatory actions, from suspensions to interim final rules to action on direct final rules, provide a new administration with tools to roll back rules finalized in the prior administration. Along with the rest of the tools surveyed in this Article, they can and have had a significant impact on first President Trump’s and then President Biden’s ability to make regulatory changes without needing to resort to cumbersome and time-consuming notice-and-comment rulemaking.

IV. Implications

The challenges that new presidents face can be immense, from an economic crisis to a global pandemic just in recent memory. As shown in this Article, the pressures of possible rollbacks at the end of the term are now part of that picture. Rollbacks can take the form of congressional action, court strategies that range from abeyances that deny the president a chance to defend a policy in court to swift vacatur, and regulatory maneuvers to put off the applicability of a prior president’s rules. Each of these tools may seem, in isolation, as though they can only have a relatively minor impact. But combined, they give a new president the opportunity to aggressively rewrite policy and to erode the prior president’s policymaking power. The new order also means that the new president faces pressures to move fast as well. These tools have changed the presidency by circumscribing severely what lasting achievements an executive can make through agencies. The Section surveys the implications of these changes and the strategic calls that advocates may make.


A. The Pressures Faced by the Biden Administration

When an agency issues a new rule, it can take anywhere from months to years to go through the process of analysis and drafting, seeking and reviewing public comments, and then finalizing the rule.\(^{368}\) In light of this time line, the Biden Administration’s actions to take innovative steps and move quickly on its policy priorities during its first year demonstrate the impact of the new rollback pressures—even as the Biden Administration makes use of the rollback tools itself. On his first day in office, President Biden signed Executive Order 13,990, laying out a detailed plan for tackling regulations that the administration thought may need to be rolled back.\(^{369}\) The order also directed agency heads to review all regulations promulgated during the Trump era, submit a preliminary list within thirty days of regulations being targeted for repeal by the end of 2021, and submit a more complete list within ninety days of regulations that should be targeted for repeal by 2025.\(^{370}\)

E.O. 13,990 is unusual in that, beyond merely setting out policy priorities, it also set out explicit, near-term deadlines for rolling back certain regulations.\(^{371}\) And agencies have missed very few of these deadlines. For example, the order set a July 2021 deadline for EPA and National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) to make vehicle emissions standards and fuel economy standards for greenhouse gases more stringent, after the Trump Administration rolled back the Obama-era standards.\(^{372}\) In May 2021, NHTSA published a proposal to repeal the Trump-era standards.\(^{373}\) On August 5, EPA finalized its proposal to ratchet up the standards.\(^{374}\)

The order set May and June 2021 deadlines for the Department of Energy to replace four appliance and building energy-efficiency standards and
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\(371\) “In addition, for the agency actions [identified], the head of the relevant agency, as appropriate and consistent with applicable law, shall consider publishing for notice and comment a proposed rule suspending, revising, or rescinding the agency action within the time frame specified.” Id. (emphasis added).

\(372\) See id. at 7038-39.


determinations. The Department of Energy published two notices of proposed rulemaking in April 2021 and July 2021. And the order also directed EPA to act as soon as possible on three EPA rules relaxing pollutant emissions restrictions, one of which was vacated by a February 1, 2021 court order, and another of which, the Benefit-Cost Rule, was rescinded by EPA on May 14, 2021.

Beyond those deadlines, and despite reports of agencies that are understaffed, the order spurred quick agency action to conduct broad regulatory review in order to file lists of targeted regulations on time. On June 11, 2021, the Department of Agriculture proposed to replace an October 29, 2020 rule that opened Alaska’s Tongass National Forest to logging. According to the notice of proposed rulemaking, the agency plans to issue the final rule within the timeframe specified by the order. Similarly, in June 4, 2021, the Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service released a plan to initiate revisions or rescissions of rules concerning critical habitat designations, reinstate endangered species protections, and revive interagency cooperation.
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In all, by June 30, 2021, Biden-era agencies issued fifteen notices of intent of rulemaking, thirteen proposed rules, and eleven rules citing E.O. 13,990.385 Despite this quick work, much remains to be done. The Council for Environmental Quality’s work to address the Trump-era changes to the National Environmental Policy Act illustrates the challenges that the new administration faces when it confronts a need to move fast on new policies along with the need to roll back a prior administration’s policies.

On July 16, 2020, the Trump Administration finalized a set of vast changes to its National Environmental Policy Act regulations.386 Plaintiffs then filed several challenges to those rules, some of which are still pending.387 Under President Biden, Brenda Mallory, CEQ’s new Chair, was quoted recently as saying that the “[A]dministration is ‘working as fast as possible to review and evaluate’ the Trump-era regulation.”388 In June 2021, the agency published an interim final rule to put off the deadlines of the Trump-era rule.389 But it is also working on a new rule that will address climate change and environmental justice, which could take some time to finalize.390 Meanwhile, plaintiffs have opposed any abeyances and recently appealed a district court decision dismissing their challenge as unripe.391 Plaintiffs are likely to keep up the pressure on the agency to move fast to undo the Trump-era rule.

EPA’s response to the Trump-era Clean Water Act rules is another example of the difficulties of undoing regulations. EPA has laid out a plan to roll back the Trump-era rule in two stages, first by restoring the regulations “that were in place for decades until 2015, with updates to be consistent with relevant Supreme Court decisions” and second, by refining the approach to “establish an updated and durable definition of ‘waters of the United States.’”392 But advocates fear


390. Id. at 34,155.


that the new rules will be mired in uncertainty if they take too long to be promulgated and if there is a change in administration.\textsuperscript{393}

If these policies do not come out within the next two years, they may be easier to roll back if the Biden Administration does not win reelection. On the other hand, the pressure that an agency is under to act fast means that important tradeoffs will need to be considered. For example, should an agency shorten compliance deadlines to ensure that the rule will be implemented in time for a possible transition? If the agency takes that step, it could make it more difficult to defend the rule in court if it is challenged on the grounds that the implementation deadlines are too tight.

\textbf{B. Other Strategic Considerations}

Along with the President acting faster, other players also have strategic choices to make because of these new rollback pressures. For example, one of the rollback risks surveyed in this Article is that a new administration can forgo appealing or drop a pending appeal after a court ruling against the prior administration.\textsuperscript{394} This move can leave the outgoing president’s policy enjoined or vacated, easing the job of rolling the rule back for the new administration. To avoid that outcome, intervenors on the side of the prior administration could seek to appeal the adverse ruling—if there are such intervenors in the case. But if those intervenors are not in the case before the adverse ruling or before the administration changes hands, they would need to seek permission to be part of the case. And courts have recently denied those tardy motions.\textsuperscript{395} A strategic call for parties that support the outgoing administration will thus be whether to seek to intervene before a decision is made. Those advocates may need to intervene even before knowing whether an election might bring about a transition.

Outgoing presidents may also turn to more aggressive strategies to entrench their policies. For example, a strategy that the Trump Administration attempted to use was to finalize cross-cutting “meta-regulations,” such as the Secret Science Rule and Cost-Benefit Rule, which were meant to have a broad and long-term impact on a future president’s rulemaking abilities.\textsuperscript{396} That strategy largely failed because the rules were finalized in the waning days of the Trump Administration, and the Biden Administration was able to use different rollback

\textsuperscript{393}. Hannah Northey, Biden Bid to Revamp Trump Water Rule Faces Long Slog, E\&E NEWS (July 30, 2021), https://subscriber.politicopro.com/article/eenews/2021/07/30/biden-bid-to-revamp-trump-water-rule-faces-long-slog-275908 [https://perma.cc/K9PT-MZFE] (“It’s also unclear how long it will take EPA to craft a new definition, whether the agency can reach its goal of finding a durable solution to the long-standing politically and legally explosive issue, and what would happen to that definition should the White House change hands in 2024.”).

\textsuperscript{394}. See supra notes 197-224 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{395}. See, e.g., Order at 3, Chamber of Commerce v. Dep’t of Labor, No. 17-10238 (5th Cir. May 2, 2018) (per curiam) (denying the states’ motion to intervene after judgment had been entered); Order, San Francisco v. USCIS, No. 19-17213, at 13 (9th Cir. Apr. 8, 2021) (denying intervention).

\textsuperscript{396}. See supra note 63 and accompanying text.
strategies to do away with these “meta-regulations.” But a future president could look for ways to finalize those types of rules earlier in the hopes that the rules are more robust.

Outgoing presidents can use other tools of “burrowing,” such as moving their political appointees into civil service positions. An outgoing president can make the new president’s job harder in other ways too, for example, by obstructing the transition, thereby delaying the incoming administration’s work and increasing the probability that it would not end up being durable.

The existence of a set of aggressive rollback tools, which goes beyond notice-and-comment rulemaking, implicates multiple strategic considerations for an outgoing president as well as for an incoming president. And, as a result, managing the administrative state has changed for good.

Conclusion

The Biden Administration made use of the same aggressive strategies that the Trump Administration used to roll back the prior administration’s policies. They are now part of the standard transition toolkit after an inter-party transition.

To be sure, there have been a few differences. The Biden Administration avoided some of the legal pitfalls of the Trump Administration, by, for example, generally complying with notice-and-comment requirements when suspending rules. President Biden signed only three resolutions under the Congressional Review Act, in comparison to President Trump’s sixteen. But that was the first time that a Democratic president used the Congressional Review Act to disapprove of regulations. The fact that a Democratic president used the tool demonstrates the powerful appeal of this strategy. In a future transition, where there is no impeachment trial or other significant transition-related challenges to face in the Senate, a Democratic president may use the Act even more.

The Biden Administration’s rollback victories have been marked by other trends beyond the ones we noted in the Trump era. For example, the Administration conceded error in four cases challenging Trump-era rules and succeeded in obtaining vacatur of those rules from courts—a strategy not seen during the Trump Administration. Despite these differences, the evidence of the Biden Administration’s similar aggressive use of the rollback tools used by
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the Trump Administration demonstrates that these aggressive rollback strategies are now part of the standard toolkit.

Is it possible that use of these tools will subside as we move further away from the Trump era? That is doubtful. For one, the country is not moving that quickly away from the Trump era. If there is a Republican president after President Biden, early predictions are that it might be Donald Trump himself. He has not announced he is running, but if he does, reportedly, polls show that he would a frontrunner for the nomination. And even if he does not run, a recent Fox News article calls him “hands down the most popular and influential politician in the GOP,” making it likely that a different Republican president would attempt to emulate his strategies. In any event, even without Trump’s influence, given the usefulness of the strategies in rolling back a predecessor’s policies, it is not likely that a future president of either party will want to ignore them.

Rollback pressures could be alleviated if Congress ends the filibuster rule in the Senate, which requires a sixty-member majority to bring legislation to a vote. Otherwise, gridlock in Congress will likely continue and the pressure to use agencies to make policy will continue. Calls to end the filibuster have increased significantly since the Biden Administration began, but ending the filibuster will likely require more than a bare majority of the Senate, along with control of the House and Presidency, because Democrats in the Senate are splintered between ending, reforming, and keeping the filibuster. Thus, it seems virtually impossible that the Senate would abandon the filibuster, at least at this time.

As presidents adjust to the new normal, rollback strategies are sure to continue to evolve and even more aggressive strategies are likely to be debuted. As a result, the rollback whiplash is likely here to stay, and a one-term president has only half a term to promulgate long-lasting durable policy.
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